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Wrather Hall-Museum Funds Approved
Governor Carroll Matches
Local Funds To Bring Total
Money Available To $500,000
Gov. Julian Carroll has pledged
$250,000 in state funds to match $250,000
locally for the renovation and conversion of Wrather Hall on the Miirray
State University Campus into a
Jackson Purchase Heritage Museum,
making a total of $500,000 earmarked
for the project.
Carroll made the commitment
Thursday, making good an earlier
promise of state support, to the finance
committee of the Jackson Purchase
Museum Committee. The finance
committee visited the governor in
Frankfort to brief him on the project's
progress and to make the request for
state funds.
,,
- We are very pleased that this
project has been deemed
the
governor to be worthy of state support," Walt Apperson and A. W. Simmons Jr co-chairmen of the Inliseurn
committee said in a joint statement.
"The Jackson Purchase Museum will
be a definite asset to the Purchase
-*Mien,
"-Other members of the finance
Committee,in addition to Apperson and
Simmons, who attended the meeting
with the Governor in Frankfort were
former MSU president Dr. Harry M.
Sparks of the local historical society

One Person Injured
In Accident Friday
One person was injured in a twovehicle accident on North Fourth Street
Friday afternoon, according to Murray
City Police.
Ronnie Boyd, Route Two,was treated
and released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for a leg injury, according to hospital officials.
Police said a car driven by Boyd was
headed north on Fourth and a vehicle
driven by Richard Whited, of Murray,
was going south on Fourth when the
accident occurred.
The accident report filed by city
police indicated that Whited was
charged with D. W.I.

and committee; Dr. L. J. Hortin, former head of the MSU journalism
department and committee; and Mrs.
Betty 'Lowry, Calloway County
Bicentennial co-chiairman. , Also
meeting with Gov. Carroll were MSU
President Dr. Constantine Curris and
Richard Lewis, who represented the
MSU Alumni Association.
The governor authorized-the committee to select three architects from
the area, one of whom will be
designated by the stage Department of
Finance, to move forward as soon as
possible on the plans for the renovation
to see what the actual cost of the project
will be.
Of the $250,000 raised locally, $25,000
was raised by committees in the eight
Jackson Purchase Counties. Those
funds came from sales of a Jesse Stuart
book and donations from businesses,
institutions and individuals throughout
the region. The remainder of the local
funding, $225,000, is being contributed
by Murray State University.
"This' is a positive step toward
reaching our goal of establishing a
Jackson Purchase Museum," Dr.
Curris said.IP-We at the university
pledge our total. support and
cooperation in bringing the renovation
of Wrather Hall to fruition."
The idea of converting Wrather Hall
into a museum was first proposed at a
meeting here in December-1973. Since
that time,_committees-throughout-theJackson Purchase and university of-

Judge Miller To
Appear On 'Focus
Judge Robert O. Miller will appear on
WPSD Channel 6 "Focus" tonight at
6:00 and again on Sunday at 11:00 a. m.
He will discuss the functions of the
Health Systems Agency West's • planning board of which Judge Miller is
chairman. Appearing with him will be
Will Shadoan from Ballard County,and
Robert Reed, from Marshall County,
also members of NSA West.

ficials have been raising money and
developing plans to restore Wrather
Hall and establishing the museum.
The project has been promoted and
organized by many, officials and interested Odividuals and was begqn as a
permanecit Bicentennial project for the
region.
Among those who have worked on the
project are Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller and Mrs. Lowry, the
Calloway County Bicentennial cochairman; Dr. John Bartholomy of
MSU; Apperson and Simmons, who
served as overall museum committee
co-chairmen in addition to serving on
the Calloway County committee along
with Dr.Sparks and Dr. Hortin.
Committee members serving in the
other Jackson Pur-Aiase counties are:
See MUSEUM,
Page 12,Column 7

inside today
Fourteen-foot catfish? We're not pulling your leg.
Outdoor Lore Guest Writer Larry Leonard has this interesting report on Page .Seven, in the Outdoor Lore
section today.
Calloway County High School and Murray High boys
basketball teams chalk up wins in local cage action last
night. See the stories and photos on Pages Eight and Nine.
The world has a brand new Jimmy Carter. James Earl
Carter IV is the-00nd grandchild born to the President of
the United States. Get the full story, as well as the
President's thoughts on Uganda, on Page 12.

thunderstorms
Rain and a few thunderstorms
developing today and continuing
tonight. -Thunderstetrns-passiblyintense today and tonight. Highs
today in the mid to upper 50s.
Lows tonight in the mid 40s. Hain
possibly changing to snow before
ending Sunday. Steady or falling
temperatures. Chances of
measurable precipitation are 90
per cent today, 90 per cent
tonight,4p per centSunday.
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Schools To
Resume Normal
Schedules Here
Beginning Tuesday, March 1, all
schools in MiuTay and Calloway County
(Calloway County and Murray
Independent Distriets will- resume
their regular schedules, according to
a•
school officials.
Bus schedules and school opening
schedules will be the same as was
observed prior to the energy crisis.
In order to Make up days that were
missed due to bad weather, schools in
theCaVoway County District(Calloway
High, East, North and-Southwest) wil;
lengthen the school dal+. 12 minutes.
Energy conservation practice will
continue with thermostats remaining at
65 degrees in the day time and 60
degrees at night. All extra-curricular
activities which will require additional
energy will be curtailed.
This schedule will remain in effect
until further notice, officials said.

Carroll Hopes To Make State
No.2 Office 'Fulltime Again'
-vieeted-the- uffix -as-a--irind of om-(AP)- - Mire
—FRANK-170Wbudsman for Kentucky.
may be light at the end of the tunnel for
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, who has been
He said he pictured himself also as"a
complaining about lack of meaningful
sort of ambassador to Kentucky-that's
duties.
what (then Gov.) Wendell Ford called
Gov. Julian Carroll says that he
me."
hopes to make the no. 2 office "fulltime
Carroll noted that the 1974 General
again."
Assembly took away the post of
Mrs. Stovall has indicated several
Legislative Research Commission
times she is less than happy in her
chairman from the lieutenant
office because it has more form than
nor, thereby leaving the office stripped
substance.
• of its major role.
Carroll said he has had extensive,_ The lieutenant governor still presides
talks in the past few days with Mrs.
over the Kentucky Senate during
Stovall.
legislative sessions, but there really are
He said she already has taken on "a
no additional duties.
major role" with the governor's new
• "So I don't know what that office can
Task-Force on Education and will have
be doing," Carroll said in remarks on a
important input in municipal statutes
panel program (WLEX-TV Lexington
revision efforts.
taped for broadcast Sunday.
Carroll recalled that when he was
On another topic, Carroll said he
lieutenant governor previously, he
believes it islotrtarly to characterize

•

RENOVATION FUNDING APPROVED—Gov. Julian Carroll has

pledged $250,000 in state funds to match
$rlomoo raised locally for the renovation of Wrather Hall on the Murray
State University campus. The $500,000

in
available funds will be used for the renovation of the structure, the first
buildingconstructed on theMSU campus,
and the establishment of a Jackson Purchase Museum on the

Plans Complete For
Red Cross Fund Drive

The organizational plans • for the
American Red Cross 1977 Fund Drive
now_e-tampleteaccording to Holmes
Fits, chapter chairman. With the
•qmbined effort of Dr. Harry Sparks,
overall chairman, Harvey Ellis,
chairman,
county-wide
Jean
Blankenship, executive director of the
local chapter, Jennie Gordon, chapter
secretary, and other interested
volunteers,lbis year's fund plan is .off
to another excellent start, Ellis said.
The annual Kick-Off Breakfast will
be held Tuesday, March 1, at 8:00 a. m.
at the Holiday Inn. Final coordination
of chairmen, captainsrand committees
is the object of this meeting.
"The Red Cross officials wish to
thank the Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank for their support in sponsoring
this activity," Ellis said.
$10,064.00 is the projected goal for this
year's dfivt
"Without the volunteer donations at
this -time every year, the many enjoyable and useful programs the Red
Cross offers might end," Ellis pointed
out. "However,Calloway Countians are
always eager to help in any way that
they can by soliciting donations• and
generously giving to this worthy
organization."
The educational committee will be
formed by Wilson Gantt, university
chairman, Dr. Jack Rose, county
chairman, and Fred Schultz, city
chairman. The advanced gifts committee will be composed of David
Dickson, Glenn Doran, Joe Dick,

Leonard Vaughn, and Holmes Ellis. Sid
Easley will serve as chairman of the
- civic groups.
•a Captains and their volunteer workers
are:
Bill Boyd. captain, and workers, Bobs
Hopper, John Nanny, Don Overby,
Doris Rowland, Bob Buckingham,John
Trotter, Shirley Doran, Jean Murdock,
and Chuck Flynn.
Macon Blankenship, captain, and
workers, Guy Spann, Starkie Colson,
Edna Knight, Ted Howard,• Ronnie
Babb, Charles Coleman, Lochie Hart,
and Frances Shea.
Dave Willis, -captain, and workers,
John Ed Scott, Fred Neff, Joe Parker,
Paul Jerry Lee,Jackie Cooper,Tommy
Marshall, Jo Crass, and Billy Kopperud.
David Dickson,captain,and workers.
Bobby Johnson, Tommy D. Taylor, A.
W. Simmons, Rob Gingles, Glen
Wilcox, John Farrell, and Don Alley.,
Charles Hale, captain, and workers,
Ruth Blackwood, Byron Forbus, Bob
Mobley, Chuck Shuffett, W. R. FurChes,_
Sid Easley, Marvin Harris, and Ish
Stinson.
Rex Alexander, captain, and
workers, E. B. Howton, Homer Miller,
lanette Thurman, Ken Harrell, Chad
Stewart, Howard Steeley, Bettye
Baker, R. L. Cooper, and _Barbara
Erwin.
Leonard Vaughn, • captain, and
workers, Carole Hahn, C. 0. Bonjurant, MaxIdorris, John Gregory, Bill

Barker, John Randolph, and Evelyn
Bradlay
Stuart Poston, captain, and workers,
Dot Kunek'e, Ruth Daughaday, Joe Pat
James, Nadine 'Turner, Neal Tanner,
0
George O
mackleyl
Lenore,
,and Willaard
Alice Koeneke, captain, and workers,
.C.
Irma
George Stockton, Tv 'Holland, ion
Brock, Fred Morton, and Max Hurt.
, Henry Holton, captain, and workers,
Ronald Churchill, Tommy Walker,
Kenny Imes, Fred Workman. Mary
Allbritten, David Roos. Larry Hurt, and
Bill Porter.
Ed Shinners, captain, and workers,
Gene Smith, Harold 'Hurt, Tommy
Alexander, Dwain Taylor, Bob Miller,
Opal Smith, and Ray English.
Walt Apperson, captain, and
workers, Howard Koenen, Cliff
Cochran, Gene McCutcheon, Pete
Farley, Harold McReynolds, Jack
Benton, Barbara Brown, and Eugene
.G
Taney.
Cedric 'Paschall, captain, and__
workers, Neva Gray Allbritten, J. H.
_Charles Cochran, Ray Roberts,
Paul Dailey, Dan Boaz, Ed Carr011,
Margaret Trevathan, and Carols•n
Adams.
,
Fred Schultz, captain, and workers,Maurice Ryan, Willie Jaj•kson, Max
Brandon, John Hina, Gary Haverstock,
Buddy Light, Jim Lawson, and Beth
Broach.
Dan Shipley, captain, and workers,.
Bill Adams, Don .Jones, Larue Sletld,
Pat Miller. and James Coleman.

_
the new JucliciallArticle as a mistake.
Mrs. Stovall and Atty. Gen. Robert
Stephens among others say there are
deficiencies in the court reorganization
approved by voters in a 1975 referendum. Mrs. Stovall predicts higher taxes
are inevitable because of the Judicial
Article.
"Not necessarily," Carroll commented,"we'll have to wait and see."
He said he has been an informal
watchdog on possible rising costs.
refusing to go too far in implementation
if the cost would be too high.
Carroll said if the general cost of the
Judicial Article is too high, "we're
going to have to take a look at doing
something."
He declined to say why his security
has been tightened and said he does not
intend to tell the public about secret
matters.
'
He would not confirm that as many as-22 state trooper are at the executive
mansion, saying he seeS only a few at a
time. A few accompanied him to the
station at Lexington for the taping.
Carroll said the subject -rests with
--Justice Secretary John L.Smith, who is
responsible for the governon's safety.
"It gets to the point wheite you don't
want to know `taboirt security
questions)," Carroll said.
x.
The governor said it would be asking
too much to persuade political party
-officials to disclose their financial
connections as do state officials under
an Order by Carroll.
The question arose after a report that
a corporation formed by State
Democratic Chairman
Howard
"Sonny" Hunt obtained a Lexington
liquor lieense in 1975.
Cirroll-asidhe saw-no-impropriety
the transaction and that, -the information was readily available to an
_enterprisingnewsreporter. - - - After the half-hour taping, however, • ESSALCOtyTEST WINNERS—Murray Ledger & Times editor Gene McCutcheon (second from right presents checks to
the wrilneoin the newspapers Energy-lcsay-Lontest. Receiving the fir4,plate check
f0011 is Jerry Kelly (right) son of Mr.
reporters *reminded Carroll that the
and
Mrs. Gerald Kelly of 1504 Dudley Drive. The second place award of $10 went to Sharon Wallvek
'license application was not on filetwith .
(left) daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Walker of Almo and the $5 third place award went to
Tomo McClure,son of Mr. and Mrs. Flovil McClure. qt.
the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
5 Murray. Kelly is a sophomore at Murray High School, Miss Walker is a freshman
hete, but was discovered In the ABC
at Calloway County High anii•McClure
is a senior at CCHS.The winning essays are printed on the Opinion Page
office at Lexington.
(page 4)of today's Murray ledger & Times:
He said be was unaware of that.
StaH P1nIo by David Dill
•
.•

•
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All .-.11?erican Girl Pageant Planned Fr April 22& 23
three minutes. Talent winners plications may be obtained by
American Girl - ages 15-26.
s
With the All American Girl will be selected from each calling National Coordinator
Hendrickson or Pam
Martin
and
category
ng
participati
of
consisting
Pageant
State
at 205-792-4907, or
such a wide range of age will be eligible to advance to Flowers
American Girl
categories, the college the national competition along write All
Drawer 1630,
P.O.
Pageants,
winners.
state
the
overall
with
conbe
representatives will
More information and ap- Dothan, Alabama 36301.
cerned mainly with the oldest,
group - the all American Girl ages 18-26.
Winners from the state
pageant who advance to the
national pageant will have an
opportunity to compete for
nearly $5,000 in scholarships
and awards to be divided
among the national winners
regardless of age. The
national scholarships are
given through the National All
American 'Girl Pageant
Foundation, which is a nonprofit organization.
Working in conjunction with
Holiday Inns of America coast
/ to coast,the All American Girl
1 11
5
rrY747e
National Office is calling on
BENTON PATIENT , residents of each state to scout
Thelma Thorn of Almo was for the true All American
dismissed February 13 from Girls in their community.
Municipal Awards will be given to the
Benton
the
By Abigail Van Buren
Hospital.:
person or organization who
tur b,cn,capo TribuneN r Neon Synd
contestant
the
nominates
winning any category at the
ARTHRITIS DIET
state level pageant.
For arthritis, a balanced
Judging for the state
DEAR ABBY: Ourson is 13 years old and a freshman in
diet is best. Choose a wide pageant will be done on street high school. A 12 year-old junior high girl will have a baby
variety of foods from the four length party dress, sport- next June, and our son will be that baby's father.
food groups — the meat group, swear, and close-up appraisal
Thank God he had the courage to brin,g the little girl to
the milk group, fruits, and for the All American Tots, us and tell us. The girls parents both work, drink and run
vegetables, and enriched or Little Misses, and Misses. The around while the child stays home days and many nights/
whole grain breads and All American Teens and All alone, with no supervision whatsoever.
We went to the girl's parents, and they told us they
cereals. No food causes or American Girls will be judged
have our boy-jailed for statutory rape if we didn't
would
cures arthritis. But good on evening gown, sportswear,
give them $1,600 in cash. My husband said he wouldn't get
general nutrition and suf- and close-up appraisal.
involved with blackniall. Then they suggestedt,the kids get
ficient rest will help you to
Except for the All American married in a state that allows kids their age to marry with
manage your arthritis more Tots, each contestant will parental consent. We refused.
We think it would be better for all concerned if the girl
successfully.
present a talent not exceeding

Girls interested in winning
college scholarships are encouraged to enter the Kentucky All American Girl State
Pageant.
Several major colleges
throughout tbe state have
been invited to send
representatives to scout for
possible college scholarship
recipients at the state pageant
scheduled to be held in
Elizabethtown on April 22-23
at the North Holiday Inn.
Age categories for the All
American State Pageant
consist of the All American
Tot - ages 3-6; the All
American Little Miss - ages 79; the All American Miss ages 10-12; the All American
Teen - ages 13-17; and the All

1Dwt.-AM)

Refuses to Consent
To Shotgun Wedding

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Saturday,February 26
Murray State Lady Racers
will play at 5:15 p. tn. and
Murray State Varsity men will
play at 7:30 p. m. at the MSU
Fieldhouse with the Austin
Peay teams.
American Quarter Horse
Association Show, sponsored
by MSU Horsemanship Club,
will begin at six p. m. at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

had her babyand gave it up for adoption. Are we doing
right in refusing to consent to this marriage?

ø sb a a as-a so airtra os000s

Blueberry
Patch

DEAR PARENTS: In my opinion, yes. The baby will
be much better off in an adoptive home with parents who
really want a child. You need a lawyer to acquaint you with
your son's rights and obligations.
It may be a bit late to tell you that you son's education on
"the birds and bees" must have been sadly neglected. But
perhaps this will serve to warn other parents that this CAN
and DOES rcur.

Dixieland Shopping Center

Closing_
3
Our
Business 1

DE All A IB)E': I am a 32-year old man who is self-support•
ing, anlIthourgh I didn't graduate from college. I did go for
two years. I know that my spelling and grammar is far from
perfect, but I'm not exactly illiterate.
My problem is my mother. She taught school before she
was married, and now lives in a diglant state. When I write
to her. s,he returris_ray-letters-with-ail--the-eff-OfS-in-spe-the-gand grammar "corrected" with a red pencil!
At first I just ignored it, but I have had enough. Should I
write to her and ask her to please quit correcting my let
ters? Or should I just quit writing?
My wife sayi, "Skip it. Your mother is probably getting
senile.
Senile at 58?
BUGGED

70%

Save Up To

DEAR BUGGED: It's doubtful. Why not look at it this
way: Your mother is really doing you a favor by pointing
out your mistakes. But if you're all that bugged, level with
her. 10Id school teachers never die, therjust lose their
class.)

Sale Now In Progress

DEAR ABBY: My grandmother is the sweetest woman
who ever lived. She had a stroke a couple of years ago and
is quite old now. She is always talking about dying. When I
am with her she tells me to be sure that Aunt G gets this
and that Uncle B doesn't get anything. And she has told me
repeatedly that she wants me to have her diamond brooch,
a
her good dishes and her silver, and she wants my husband
a
to have Grandpa's gold watch. I know I am her favorite
S
granddaughter, and she has told me repeatedly what she
a
a 1 wants me to have.
a
Since her dying is inevitable, do I continue to tell her riot
a , to talk about it? Or should I be realistic and say. "Gram. I
S
. think you ought to write that down"? I don't want to appear
S
grabby.
SPEECHLESS
a

Men's
Long & Short
Sleeve
Milwaukee
Knit

a.

Cecily 8 Tomi

Sweaters &
Slacks

Shirts

Price

Reg. to $12.50

I

a
a

All Now

a

a

Male
Landlubber
Rose Hip
Liberty
'Mild Oats

Men s
Sleeveless

Sweaters

Jeans &
Jumpsuits
Vested Suits
for Guys

20

DEAR SPEECHLESS: There's nothing "grabby" in suggesting that she "write it down." That's the only way she
can be sure that her wishes will be carried out after she is.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van,Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope.

Reg $10 00

NOW

Iii
a
a
a
a

Off

3
Max

Scarves

Denim

- Coats- For Guys 8 Gals

601111r

Sleepwear

Reg $8000

NOW $4800

1 3 OFF
/
Tbt•
ie

Tree laverri Tremble Ns Cat. h....
Frowooler 5.0.,.

Trolley Car

.4.Ac5 LP.
M—MON
NEVIEVE BWOLD
6,
ALEX
THE GYPSY

X-Truyert
Joshua Tree

All
Sales
Final

All Reduced

1 3T
/

51n.lbw

%,

4•4
I,

„

E1°

—Store Area Available
For Lease
00 ale50aiiitaiinessaiitoto00
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mm.r.
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Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Assembly No- 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Hea,th Center at
seven p.m.

Sal

20

-1

1
.

Delta Decirtment, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
Wesley Student Fellowship 7:30 p.m. at the club house
will show the film, "Parable" .with Harry McGurk as
at the United Campus speaker on "Think Metric."
Ministry from six to 6:45 p. m.
Kappa Department, Murray
Gospel singing will be held Woman's Club, will meet at
dt the Dexter Baptist Church 7:30 p.m. at the club house
at 1:30 p. m.
with the program to be
"Kappa Originals Style
Show."
Monday, February 28
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Providence
New
q:30 p. m. at the First
s Club will meet
Homemaker
Main
Church,
Presbyterian
Housden at on
Karen
with
and 16th Streets.
•
p.m.
Creative Arts Department,
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Mtirrty WOW'S CND,. Will
Presbyterian Church
First
the
with
meet at 9:30 a. m.
Mar-Lane will meet with Mrs. Leroy
by
program
Cunningham at 1:30 p.m.
Ceramics.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frahm brake

\10

FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1977
What kind of day will keen. These gifts can be a big
tomorrow be? To find out what help now — if ably deployed.
the stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) leirlig°
given for your birth Sign.
No matter how you feel on
arising. You can improve your
ARIES
0tA outlook and the areas in which
) Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 IY8
Poise and perseverance you move. Don't think a current
needed. As with those born problem cannot be solved in one
under several other Signs, you , day. It can — and with gusto.
could encounter unexpected, CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
and unusual, situations.
Look into the attic of old
TAURUS
thoughts and memories: some
Apr. 21 to May 21) t.-S
Not everyone will see things gems of ideas may be hidden
all enas you do, but be tolerant of there. Earnestness in
divergent opinions — and deavors,will bring fine results.
LISTEN to all: you COULD AQUARIUS
19)
gain new insight Into a hitherto i Jan. 2110 Feb.
Match wits with the other
insoluble problem.
fellow, but keep emotions
GEMINI
and that
controlled —
May 22 to June 21)
too.
Even though some outside imagination of yours,
acinterests may seem more Outdoor interests, social
stimulating, stick to obliga- tivities and the arts highly
tions, the fundamentals on favored. .
which to build a better future. PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20;
Be realistic.
Tread watchfully, to avoid
CANCER
needless errors and rubbing
'June 22 to July 23)
The give-and-take spirit must others the wrong way. Tact and
prevail now or you will discover understanding will do a greal
that you have plenty of op- deal to keep matters running
position — much of it needless. smoothly.
Tact!
YOU BORN TODAY are .
LEO
endowed with a high order of
Jul) 24 to Aug. 23
Neither expect nor demand intelligence and a great love of
too much and you will be sur- beauty. You make friends
prised at your allover returns. easily, and usually keep them
Avoid putting aside "musts" for for life. You are eictreinely_
versatile but this very fact
nonessentials.
could make you vacillate when
VIRGO
ii it comes to choosing a career.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘
Make your schedule a flexible Once having found your niche,
one. There are possibilities of however, ank properly training
changes and variations in for it, there is no plateau of
certain situations — all attainment which you cannot
reach — especially in the fields
promising to be beneficial.
of music, writing, the theater or
LIBRA
education. Like many other
(Sept. 29 to Oct.
Temperament and desires Pisceans, you may be attracted
will determine whether you to the law and politics but it
gain or lose ground now. would be well to eschew these
Release pent-up feelings in fields since you are too
ways worthy of your better self, emotional and have too many
else havoc. Try to understand prejudices. Traits to curb: selfMdulgence and too great a
others.
craving for luxuries. Birthdate
SCORP
of: Henry W. Longfellow, Amer.
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
- --Review -effer4e--eV-the past - poeti—.1ohn- Steinbeck,-ARIOF-..-• week for an overall glimpse of author; Elizabeth Taylor and
your progress. You are quick, Joanne Woodward, film stars.

nor'

)i(*

430.(;)

23) An

rrueV

Mission study with the Rev.
Paul Dailey,-Sr., as teacher
will be at the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall at
seven p. m.
Adult
Books -Great
Discussion Group will not
meet at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at noon at the North
Second Street Community
Center. Activities will follow
at 12:45 p.m.
Tuesday. March 1
Bridge and Canasta party
and luncheon will be served at
12:30 p.m. at the , Murray
Woman's Club as sponsored
by the Garden Department.
Tickets may be purchased
from members or at the door.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Michael D'Angelo of
Murray Route Three has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

NOW AT HOME
Butler,
Renee
Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Don Butler of Murray
now
_ .Route _ titioi„.__ is
recuperating at their home after having been dismissed
from Vanderbilt Children's
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., on
February 17. She had undergone surgery there the last
of December. Renee is a fifth
'grade student at North
Calloway Elementary School.
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'Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. as follows: Annie
Armstrong with Mrs. Karl
Hussung and Dorothy with
Mrs. Durwood Beatty.

PATIENT AT DONELSON
Johnny Lovins, formerly of
Murray, now of Pt. View, Tn.,
is a 'patient at Donelson
Hospital, Room 141, Donelson,
Tn. -
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Group II of the First
Christian Church CI•VF will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Guthrie Churchill, 411 North
Seventh Street, at two p.m.
with Mrs. Jean Bordeaux and
Mrs. P. A. Hart as cohostesses
and Mrs. Harlan Hodges to
give the program.

Joint senior recital by
Denise Reynolds, Memphis,
Tn., soprano, trd Sue A.
Williams, Hodgenville, flute,
will be at two p. m., and a
senior recital by David
baritone,
Hartweili,
Louisville, will be at 3:30 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MAJ.
Sunday, February 27
Murray Music Teachers
Association will present their
advanced students in a recital
at 2:30 p.m. in the choir room
on the second floor of the new
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University. The public is
invited and there is no charge.

edej418
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•
Tuesday, March 1
Twin Lakes Chapter of the
National Executive
Housekeepers • will meet at
Kenlake State Park.

Sunday, February 27•
Bible Study Group will meet
First United Methodist
the home of Mrs. Golon
in
continue
Church Women will
its mission study at the church Hays, 1300 Poplar Street,
Murray,from 7:45 to 9:30 p.m. ,
at seven p. m.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soliscramort oda hove net
vocoivod flair honso-didivorod
copy of The Morro, taiga
Tams by 3:30 p. a. Mondayfiiday fac by 3:30 p. a. oo %tor
Joys ore orpotfo con 1511916
bewails 5:30 p. o. sod 6p. a..
Matiloy-Fridoy. et 3:30 p.
mod 4p. a. Saturdays, to ignore
delivery of the noorspopor. CaN
mint Is *cal by 6p. a. walk
dove im 1 p. a. Servility, to
goaroirtia deNvory.

He's A Hot
Water.Waster
This guy won't listen when we tb.11 him electrically
heated water amounts to an average 25 percent of his
electric bill.
His water heater i set on 165 degrees. He fills the
bathtub to the brim. He shaves each morning with a steady
stream bf hot water. He washes all clothes possible in
scalding water. He rubs the dishwasher after each meal.
And he refuses to fix the leaky hot water faucets.
Yes, indeed, he's a hot water waster. Andihe's paying
for it.
We could help him save money, if he woulçl. just listen
to us.

321
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corpwtion
Murray-MayfieW
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Neither Can Vitamins

Frasces Drake

and ineffectise for treating cold
Symptoms.
, Even Vitamin
was not regarded as a cold cure Claims
for its effectiveness here, said the
panel. are noejustified. However.
the'panel said it would not judge
whether Vitamin C may help present colds. -

e

The experts were also ctmcerned about asthma attacis induced by aspirin. They recommended that cough and cold
combination products containing
aspirin be labled with A warning
for asthmatics.

PRENATAL CARE
I he bad news about the common cold is that you simply can't
treat it with drugs or vitamins.
The news, says the Health Insurance Institut,- is based on a
three sear study by a medical
panel for the Food and Drug
Admmistratron.
The panel revrewed• an estimated 35.000 products on the
marirct claiming to help provide
relief,from the common cold and
its symptoms and reached this
conclusion:
-There kno generally accepted -- •
treatment 'which can prevent.
cure or shorten the course of the
-common cold...
According to panel chairman
pr Francis C. Lowell. former
chief of the allergy unit of the

Massachusetts General Hospital
and associate professor at Harsard Medical School. bedrest and
plenty of 'liquids are as good as
any medicine and much less expensive.
Consequently. the panel. urged
the FDA to adopt stricter controls over products which claim
- to be effective in treating colds.
It recommended a maximum
of three active ingredients in any
product and said single-ingredient
products would be even better.
Cold remedies combined With
caffeine, sleep-aids and phenobarbital were considered wain:ins{

In the United States, one out
of every four women has her
first child before she is 20
years of age. Since the
Representatives from each room in the Murray City School System,
teenage girl is not fully
grades four
matured when she becomes through eight, have competed in the Murray Education Association Spelling Bee. The
pregnant, she has ex- winner will represent Murray in the district tournament in Paducah in April. They are,
ceptionally critical nutritional left to right, first row, Tim Lackey, Kay Farley, Angie Hamilton, Molly Imes, Steve Beyer,
needs or herself as well as for second row, Brent Clark, Charles-Cella, Mike Wilkins, Melissa Tinsley, Lynette Thomthe baby. It's very important pson, Lisa Harrison, Mark Boggess, Elizabeth Stout,third row, Alka Rhall, William
Smith,
that teen-age girls develop Doug Tuft, Tim Wright, John Mark Billington, Jeff Downy, Gary Galliway,
fourth row,
good eating habits at arrearly Claire Bell, Kayne Beasley, Cindy Montgomery,
Mike Gough, Quinton Walls, Tony Herage.
ndon,and Jeff Erich.
4
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TI Program

Mums,
I .•412er +-

Miss Lisa 11cDaviel Honored
Here- At The fellowship Hall

Tuesday By
Dr. Cooper
Rex Houston received a
special letter Friday from
Stephen A. Glauber, Producer
of the CBS Television news
program, "Who's Who,"
stating that Dr. I. S. Cooper,
famous neuro-surgeon who
designed the brain pacemaker
will appear on .the CBS
program on Tuesday, March
1.
Dr. Cooper will present
some of his patients at the St.
Barnabas Hospital in New
York.
Rex, 28 year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Houston, had
-surgery by Dr. Cooper in April1976 to relieve the symptoms
of epilepsy. This program was
filmed in January of this year
when Rex was there for a
check up.

&:4

Your Individual
Horoscope

Study Says Drugs Can't Cure Colds

- --- ART GRANT—A grant of $700.00 has been awarded to Mrs. Diana
Brown's Art Exploratory classes, at East Calloway County Elementary School, by
the Kentucky Arts
Commission, through the Teacher-Initiated Residency Program. Mrs.
Brown's plans
call for a series of workshops involving local craftsmen
and artists working with her
classes at East.

Miss Lisa
McDaniel,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles T. McDaniel, of
Murray, and March 12th
hrtae-eiect of lames R. Yates,
Murray, was honored recently
with a miscellaneous shower
In the fellowship hall, First
Baptist Church.
Yellow, green and white, the
chosen colors of the brideelect, were used to complement the serving table
which was centered with a
bride and groom statuette and
candles. The guests were
served cake, punch; nuts and
•
-mints.
thirty persons attended or
sent gifts which were
displayed on a table covered
with matching decor. Prizes
for the games were won by
- Mrs Roy Leslie-, Mrs., Joe
Grogan,.and Mrs. Odell Tutt

who presented them to the
bride-elect.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a lovely corsage
of - llw
u dllcs and
dollar bills.
pleatdn
The hostesses for the event
were Mrs. Ben Hopkins, Mrs.
Judy Koch, Mrs. Richard
Lassiter, Mrs. J. C. McDaniel,
Mrs. Robert McDaniel, and
Mrs. Ruth Roberts.

TEEN BREAKFASTS
Adolescence is a time when
skipping breakfast peaks. In
general, adolescent boys eat
.breakfast more often than do
girls. Failure of the adolescent
to t hreakfrist-is-vf -concertito many nutrition experts
because this. is a period of
marked
physical
and
emotional growth when most
nutritional needs are at their
highest levels.

FOR MONDA1 FEBRUAR1 28; 197;
What kind of day will SCORPIO'
tomorrow be" To find out what I Oct. 24 to Nov 22.; nlif*C.
the stars.say, read the forecast
Beam in on this day . with all of
given for your btrth Sign
-your Sign's brightness and
verse for getting things done -and done in high style! Leave no
ARIES(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 VIA room for doubts, nusgivings.
A day in which a bit of chance. SAGITTARIUS
taking could pay'. off
but I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
ti>
ONLY if you haVe given it
Jupiter, highly auspicious,
considerable
thought stimulates . your most worthbeforehand. Don't go off the while interests. A fine day for
deep end --- blindly.
business, finances, organizaTAURUS tional matters of any type.
Apr. 21 to. May 21)
- CAPRICORN
-4;4
:
kr
Fine Venus influences now t Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
stimulate your gift of artistry.
This day will call for an early
Unique and imaginative ideas start and steadfast effort. You
should pay off handsomely.
won't have to be a wizard to
GEMINI
succeed, but you WILL have to
May 22 to June 211
be careful in making decisions.
Excellent
Mercury
in- AQUARIUS
fluences. N'ou can 'give ,an ;Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
s exhilarating lift to a new project
Work promptly on the knotty
. _orbeighten routine to the point situations, but do not blOw them •
where it actually becomes out of proportion. Let incidents'
stimulating.
remain just that --and—keep
CANCER
eyes on ihe main goal.
I June 22 to July 231 1 00 PISCES
Du not dash headlong into I Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
_day's activities no matter how
Careful investigation and
much is expected of you or how soundly directed imagination
'
much_ you wish to accomplish. needed now. Conduct
your
There are "cloudy" areas to affairs sia,no one can find
fault.
study well.
Don't mix business with
LEO
pleasure.
(July 24 to. Aug. 231 J24-,tti
Dealings with others may
YOU BORN TODAY are
disappoint in part, but YOU highly idealistic, a true
inaintain. a sure-footed, even humanitarian in all your unlento() AND disposition. Do not pulses and extremely tolerant
'be overly skeptical and don't toward your fellowman. All of.
blow minute situations-out of these qualities fit you for work
proportion.
in social seryice or welfare
VIRGO
institutions; also contribute to
Aug. 24 to Sept. Mi WP% what could be an outstanding
Be prepared for competition, career in medicine or nursing
opposition to your plans. If Your personality is a magnetic
aware that these are possible, 'one and you are a great lover of
you can start the day -with the the beautiful in life - You could
premise that you CAN manage excel as a writer, singer,
them - and you will!
musician, teacher or architect
-1-1111TA—
Also, having a strung_refigious
; Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
bent, you may choose the
Don't just dream about ministry as a career, in which
success. Forward strides in job case you would make a brilliant
and family matters, as well as and inspiring preacher_ Birthin other areas. CAN be made if date of: Michel Montaigne, Fr
you emphasize your gift for essayist; Geraldine Farrar.
clever tnanagement
opera singer

noir:
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sSCOTT DRUG s
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
A
H:=14
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MAR-KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE
•
•
•
IS HAVING A
•
01111
, -41°44

••••

•
•

rnifillimiT

OVER STOCKED

SALE-

* SALE STARTS THURSDAY, FEB. 21th THRU THURSDAY. MARCH 3rd
•
OPEN SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 27th FROM 1 1' 11 - TII, 5 1)•11 -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAVINGS OF 40% to 70% FROM OUR
REGULAR LOW, LOW PRICES
HT. 20"

REG. $8.95

$600

SALE

GINGER JAR
HT. 261
/
2"
REGULAR $12 60

$;00

•

SALE

•

•
•
•
•

10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HT:726'
REGUI,AR
$1795

•
' CANE SWAG

HT. 30"

REGULAR $20 50

REGULAR $14.50

HT. 28"

REGULAR $14 95

REGULAR $19.95

SALE

SALE

REGULAR $12 00

SALE

SALE

$12" $14°°
•
•
•••

HT. 38"

HT. 32/
1
2"

$500

$800

$500

•PINK
•BLUE
•YELLOW •

slar•t

SALE

SALE

MANY MORE "RED TAG" SPECIALS ON BOUDOIR AND TABLELAMPS ALSO AT 40% to 70% SAVINGS
MAR-KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE ACROSS FROM POST OFFICE—PARIS, TENN.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

•
•
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10 Years Ago

.

Capt. David L. Pinson was awarded
the pronze Star and Air Medal with Oak
Leaf` Cluster in ceremonies at Fort
Benning,Ga.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elmo
Harmon, age 74, Murray Route Five,
Mrs. Eva Crisp, age 83, Cadiz,and Mrs.
Robert Owen.age 67, Murry.
, Army Private Bobby D. Bazzell, son
- Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bazzell,
received an expert rating with the M-14
rifle near completion of his basic
training at Fort Campbell..
Army Staff Sergeant Edward L.
Freeze is participating in "Operation
Byrd" near Phan Thiet, Vietnam.
Murray State University won its final
game of the basketball season by
defeating the Western Hilltoppers 75 to
69„_

Dennis H.Taylor:
A Good Educator
A man who had served the
youth of Murray for twentyfour years, Dennis H. (Tubliy)
Taylor, died February 17. At
the time of his sudden and untimely death he was serving as
priripipal of the Robertson and
Carter Elementary Schools.
Mr. Taylor started teaching
in the Murray City School
System in 1952 after having
taught schools in Jackson, Tn.,
Nokomis, ill., and Mayfield. He
received his B. S. and Master's
degrees from Murray State
University after coming here to
college from Ripley,Tn.
The Murray principal had

given freely of his time to the
youth of the community as he
had also served as director of
the Murray City Park summer
program for several years. He
was always interested in the
children in his schools and
talked with the parents and
teachers whenever the time
and . opportunity afforded the
counseling.
We extend sympathy to his
wife, Ann,daughter, Mary Ann,
son, Bob,and other members of
the family of this educator and
principal who had served the
people of Murray for over 24
years.

Echoes From The Past
Coinittn iif ittstoricai anti genealogical
11111,CtillieS, stories and .(am ilv n4)tes.

20 Years Ago

"FOLD 111UMB(A)OVER FINGEiN(RC,D,E)MAKING TIGHT FIST.IIIRUSTASSEMBLY FORWARD..."

Saving Energy In The Home

If iitten BN- Judith A. Mauptn
The Month That The Rains Came Down
Before TVA began its program of
and the Red Cross did the best they
flood control, the people of Western
could, allotting a dollar a week per
Kentucky, particularly-Those who lived
person for food.
near the rivers, spent a good part of
In Murray, a group of citizens headed
each year worrying about the spring
by Dr. J. H. Richmond did a
floods. Before 1937, the only really bad
remarkable job of aiding the refugees,
flood had occurred in 1884, but each
caring for over 4000 people. The school
year the rivers would overflow their
superintendent had authorized the use
banks to some degree, as the melting
of school buses to transport refugees,
snow and rains from further north
and a "mess hall" was set up in the
would add to the river's normal level.
Overbey Tobacco building to feed the
Forty years ago this week, the people
displaced persons. It was noted that
of Paducah were busily mopping up
spring registration was going on EIS
after one of the worstiloods ever. It was
usual at MSU.
the result of the normal snow melting,
By the last of February, having made
and greatly expedited by a total of 21
a start at cleaning up the debris, constraight _days.of rain in the _month _of
titlIthg-thelOnterkrttwere-arrestedin - January. On January 21, 1937, the rain one night, and purifying the water
gauge had measured 3.75jnches of rain
supply, the people began to discuss the
in one 24-hour span, which brought the
possibility of preventing further ocriver level up 10 50.1 feet. This still left
currences of this same 'disaster.
the river within its banks at Paducah,
Officials decided that a flood wall was
although many of the roads around
the obvious answer.
Fulton were under water, the ten-foot
By a curious turn of fate,. the
flood wall AI Hickman was being
Gilbertsville dam was being considered
threatened, and 25 families had been
at this time, with much opposition to
evacuated from Smithland.
giving up so much farmland to build a
By January 30 a complete evacuation
lake. One can't help but feel that this
of Paducah was ordered as the river
flood may have,quieted much of the
crested at 61 feet and crept into the
opposition to the dam, making the
streets
town.
of
An
aerial
people realize that even prime farphotograph taken at that time shows
mland is not much use when it's ten feet
the entire downtown section flooded,
under water.
with the buildings projecting out of a
The flood wall was eventually built,
gigantic pool of water.
as was Kentucky Dam, and later
The flood conditions which prevailed
Barkley Dam, harnessing the rivers'
at Paducah were much worse, sooner,
and putting an end to any future
fury
further up the river, although this
disastrous floods as the Flood of 1937.
seems impossible. There were an
estimated 400 dead as a result of the
flood in the Ohio Valley, and 572,000 had
been left homeless. A picture in one
paper showed workers at the Cave Hill
By The Associated Press
Cemetery at Louisville, digging mass
Today is Saturday, Feb.26. There are
graves for those who had died in the
308 days left in the year.
waters. A temporary morgue was set
Today's highlight in history:
up at Paducah, since burial conditions
On this date in 1531, an earthquake in
were far from ideal, but there were
Portugal killed tens of thousands of
relatively few deaths directly conpeople and flattened much of Lisbon
nected to the flood conditions, possibly
and-other cities.
half a dozen.
On this date:
The newspapers devoted many pages
In 1521, the Spanish governor of
to an effort at solving the problems of
Puerto Rico, Ponce de Leon, sailed
the refugees. There were columns of
from San Juan on his second expedition
people listed according to where they
to Florida.
were being temporarily sheltered, as
In 1802, one of the great figures in
far away as Murray. Messages to
French literature, Victor Hugo, was
relatives were also relayed in this
born.
manner, as well as inquiries about
In 1918, during.World War I, German
others who were missing. Later in
planes bombed the Italian city of
February, free space was donated by
Venice.
the paper to those who wanted to donate
articles to the people who tad lost their
Thought for today: Only the really
possessions in the flood.
plain people know about love. The very
By February 1, it seemed that the
fashionable ones try so hard to create
worst was over and the waters were
an impression they soon exhaust their
receding. However, the clean-up was
talents — Katharine Hepburn.
still ahead, and two other problems
surfaced—disease and fire. Authorities
feared a typhoid epidemic as the result
of pollution of the city's Water supply,
Behold, now is the accepted time:
which had been temporarily shut off. A
behold, now is the cral, of salvation.
mass inoculation program was atII Corinthians 6:2.
tempted; 2700 were vaccinated in
Anv day is a good day to start
Paducah, but it was feared that many
with God, don't wait until New
went untreated. Then, when the cleanYear's Day'
up began, fires became a problem.
Several- houses burned to the ground,
while firemen stood helplessly watching:. with no water with which to fight
them-+a classic example of "Water,
water, everywhere..."
One of the headlines in the Sunrhe Murra‘ leotger & Times LI published
Democrat in early February stated,
es i•r‘ afternoon ept Sundat,s, Jul) 4. Christina,. has Neu Year'. Day and Thapk.sgiving by
"Ground Hog Survives Flood—Sees
Murray Neuspapers. Inc :1(0 N 4th St Murray
Shadow and •Rekurns to Hole."
Ks .4211.
Se, on,1 Class Postage Pile! at Marra. Ky
--Catholics in the diocese were given a
42071
,
special dispenshtion from the
till BSI'iiiPTION ft ATE.S In areas'served by
carriers, lt2.50 per month, payable in advance.
customary abstinence from meat
It, mati in t'allowas County and to Benton. Harduring-Lent; the archbishop stated that
lin Ma,,ield. Sedalia and i'armutizton. KY and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn.. $17 50 per
he realized the difficultylif obtaining
year
mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
meat substitutes. Inn
-Writ of fact, it was
year'
Mrmtv.r ,if koociated Pres.S. Kentucky Press
proving difficult to obtain food in
lation and Southern NettaPaper Publishers
general. Many grocers 'donated what
,t‘CAcratiF,r"-—
supplies they had, which were minimal,

Today In History

(E ENT OR'S NOTE Presented here are the first, second and third place award winners in The Murray Ledger &
Times'energy conservation essay contest. The first place award of 115 was won by Jerry Kelly, son of
Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Kelly, 1504 Dudley Drive, Murray. Jerry is a sophomore at Murray High School. The second
place
award was won by Sharon Walker, the daughter.
.and Mrs. Joe Walker of Almo. Sharon is a freshman at
Calloway County-High -kin:rot-The third place a
went to Tony McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McClure of Murray Rt. 5. Tony is a senior at Calloway High.)

First Place Award Winner
By JERRY KELLY
off from heat. This will allow more heat
Many people today are concerned
to flow to the used rooms and your
with energy usage, but being concerned
heater won't work as hard. Also, if the
isn't enough. A person must really put a
Weather is sunny leave the drapes open
lotof effort into it, and if all the families and allow
the sun to heat the air, but if
did just a few simple things, large
the weather is cloudy and cold, keep the
amounts .of energy_ would be saved. A .,41.r2rtaS
closed so the heat will stay infew easy ways to save are: get full use
of all hot water used; make sure only
necessary electricity Ls used, and limit
gas usage to necessities.
First, when using hot water for
showers and baths, make the showers
quick and leave the warm bath water in
By SHARON WALKER
the tub so it will warm the air around it.
Many people don't seem to realize
When doing laundry, wash only full
how scarce energy is. Some think if
loads with as much cold water as
only a few families conserve energy
possible, and always use cold water for, that it would solve the problem. But
-rinsing. Also, wash only full loads in the
that isn't true. In order to even begin to
dishwasher, or better yet, wash them
solve the problem 'everyone must do
by hand.
their part. If everyone helped it would
Second, keep a sharp eye out for the
soon make a big difference.
using of unneeded electricity. Never
How can consumers save energy in
leave -a light on in an unoccupied room, their homes? There are many ways.
and in 'large rooms where there are
One way that would be very helpful is to
several bulbs coming from one fixture, turn off all lights that are not being
replace them with just one bulb
used. Also keep curtains open to' let
because ohe is enough. Do not leave on
light in during the day.
outside lights unless you are expecting
Keeping the heating systems in their
company because they are unhomes as low as possible is another
necessary. When doing family acway. By closing off all rooms not being
tivities such as eating or other things
used and turning down the heat in other
where the family is gathered in one
room, make sure that room is the only
one lit. If you are doing work of some
sort try to leave off radios, TV's, and
other items because you don't really
By TONY McCLURE
pay any attention, to them anyway.
The cold winter has taught young and
Also, during the summer turn off your
air conditioner on cool or breezy days old, rich and poor, the need for conand open your windows to create a flow serving energy in the home. Now,even
through ventilation system. This will be the young,know to turn off unnecessary
lights, radios, televisions, hair dryers,
just as efficient and a lot cheaper.
Last, cut gas and electric usage to and dripping faucets.
Much energy can be saved by using
necessities. When baking a dessert,
bake it just before it is time to put in the sparingly the appliances which require
food for the evening meal. This will the most energy, heaters, water
save you the trouble of reheating the heaters, clothes dryers, ranges,
oven, Also, put in all the foods for one freezers and lights. Unused rooms
meal that you can, this will cut down should be closed off without heat, or in
the amount of time you have to leave summer, without air conditioning.
the oven on. When the cooking is done, Water pumps require energy to run, so
turn off the oven but leave the:door water should be used with care. Homes
open. This will let the hot air warm the with showers should use showers inroom nearby. If you have a spare room stead of bath tubs. The water heater
or two in your home or just on that requires more energy than other apdoesn't get used very often, close them pliances, so cold water use is con-

Second Place Winner
rooms families can really save energy.
Consumers could also save by
washing clothes in full loads instead of
washing semi-full or half loads and by
using the dryer the same way. On
bright, clear days you could also dry
the clothes out of doors.
Another big way for consumers to
save energy is to insulate their homes.
Insulation would keep the warm air in
during the winter and the cool air in
during the summer so therefore consumers would not need as much energy.
These are only a few of the many
ways for consumers to save energy in
their homes. Besides saying energy
these ways can also save money which
is what most consumers are interested
in.

Third Place Winner

Bible Thought

The Murray.
Udger & Times

side. When using the dryer, only dry full
loads. If possible, dry your clothes
outside. . .
All in all, if Americans followed these
few tips, they would find- that they
would save a lot of energy and quite a
bit off their utility bills.

Let's Stay Well

servative. Even the laundry can he
done by using cold water detergents.
The kitchen sink could be used instead
of dish washers unless a full load of
dishes is to be washed. The kitchen
range could do its daily oven baking
while.-once hot and small units used
unless larger ones are really needed for
stove top cooking.
The clothes dryer is an --excessive
energy user, so a backyard clothes line
on a sunny day is economical, and unironed sheets and pillow cases, dried
outside,smell so clean and fresh, as do
. washables.
towels and heat)
By forming and using energy saving
habits America might avert in the
future another energy crisis such as the
one of 1977 which will be long
remembered*.

Larry Suiter was toastmaster at the
annual Father and Son Banquet held by
-the Ftiture Farmers ol America"
Chapter at the-Murray Training School. Deaths reported include Mrs. Dudley
Johnson, age'75, Murray, and Willie J.
Doores,age 78, Paducah.
Mrs. Jack Frost will conduct the four
nights' study on "Youth In A
Responsible Society, A Christian's
Concern" at the First Methodist Church
starting tonight.
Polly McDougal and tkeisie Keen
Hooks were married February 9 at the
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
"Mrs. Mable Schultz has one of the
finest Boxers we have seen. He looks as
though he could whip his weight in
lions," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

30 Years Ago
A Committee for Calloway County,
designed to aid the Committee for
Kentucky in its quest for better conditions in the state, has been formed
here with the Rev. Robert E. Jarman
named as temporary chairman.
Planning committee members include
Max Hurt, Dr. Ella Weihing, and'Dr.
Ralph H. Woods.
John Stanley Shelton, 15 year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Shelton, won third
'place inilTe-MtMuth PiablAtrtonteNt
held at Memphis, Tn. He is a student at
Murray' Trgining School and a pianostudent of Prof. C. R. McGavern,
Murray State College.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Georgia Canada, age 88, Mrs. Carl
Lovett, age 68, Will W. Witty, age 67,
and Bobbie Dale Potts, age two months.
Gene Graham, Aliese James, and
Maxine Crouch are local students
named to "Who's Who In American
Colleges and Universities" at Murray
State College.
Marriages announced this week
include Mary Jo Ramsey to James
Thomas Mitchell on February 22, and
Dot Griffin to Bobby Lee Puckett on
February 1.
Births reported this week- include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Walker on
February 25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Moore Williams on February 20, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Miller on
February 2,a girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.E.
Dodson on February 24, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Hill on February 23,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd on
February 24.
Johnny Reagan, Murray State
College basketball star, was named to
the all Kentucky Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference squad at the
tournament won by Western.
'• Coffee is listed at 38 cents per pound
in the ad for Kroger this week.
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40 Years Ago

U. S. Senator Alben W. Barkley advised Lower Tennessee Valley
Association officials here Monday that
an effort would be made to raise the.
appropriation recommendation for.the
Gilbertsville Dam this year from over
$700,000 to $2,750,000.
Pictured this week are local Red
Cross officials who took the lead in the
care of the refugees from the flooded
areas in Murray and Calloway County.
They include Major F. H. Graham, Jr..
H. E. Suyden, Sen. T. 0. Turner, Mrs
B. Melugin, and L. J. Hortin.
Fire destroyed the Hardin High
School and all of its contents on
_ — _
February 22.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. T. W. Hicks, Tom Henry, age 57,
Mrs. S. A. Wade, Lionel C. Carter, age
30, and Jasper Newton Futrell, age 71.
Blasinime, M.D.
By F
The Kirksey High School Eagles won
passage and the use of mouth-toThe- more complex cases that re- Certain diseases of the spinal the Calloway County Basketball
Tournament for the third year in a row
mouth breathing and external
quire more'judgment and skill , cord
can
the blood flow of
heart massage. These therapists
Ned Washer got 27 and Novis Copeland
Persons with special training the,penis.affect
ar.. often assigned to a large
in respiration therapy are much leukemia I have seen a -case of
got 22, both for Kirksey.
in
which
priapism
was
emergency' room or assist
in demand
Marriages announced this week
the first sign of trouble Trauma
pararnedi on ambulance duty
to the vein can came impatrinclude Reba Mae Hale to Ed Frank
the
in
aSSINI
therapists
such
Also.
ment of the outflow of blood. A
Kirk on Febsuary 20.
Q, Mr TM. writes that his
care of patients after surgery to
•
.
The Reverends C. W. Lawrence, I...D
bladder
stone
haS
been
father
adehas developed a persisreported
help keep them breathing
Wilson, B. R. Winchester, L. V. Henson.
as causing a persistent erection.
tent erection of his penis without
•
quately and properly.
The disease may be self-limitSam P. Martin, R. F. Gregory, F. T.
the usual sexval desire. He is unTow levels of training are
ing and result in a spontanenous
comfortable:worried. and wants
recognized -- the technietan and
Rogers, J. J. Roberts, and J. H
recovery, or it may be a sign of Thurman will be
to 'mow what could be wrpng.
the therapist. The techntcial
speakers at the Bible
serious trouble. It is important
A: A persistent erection
completes one /year of training
that your father see a physician Institute at Sugar Creek Baptist Church'
priapisrni can be a most disturbafter high,schmil and cares for
promptly. preferably a urologist' March 5-7.
ing illneia. It can result from inthe routine. day-to-day non Coffee is liSted at 14 cents per pound
who specializes in diseaes of the
jury or illness that causes a stopemergency cases. The therapist
In the ad for Tolley aid Carson Food
urinary system. Treatment will
page of the vein draining the
is a two-year college graduate
depend on the cause
penis
Market this week.
ho cares for emergencies and

Respiration Therapist

1,1

Chi

41,

Q.: Ms. f: A has a friend who is
studying to be a respiration
therapist and wants to knou the
scope of work done by a pern
with such training
A: Respiration thei-ap% is a
relatively new field having
come into being shorth after
World War 13
Respiration therapists are involved in the treatment of persons with chronic lung diseac.s.
such as bronchial asthma,
emphysema and hronchiecta.sis,
as well as acute respirators
emergencies
Such emergencies can he life
threatening andrequire dislodg
ing any obstruction to the air

41•1111111
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Stir-fry?

Why not try growing your own Dow Gauk
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Hunt Article carried in national publication
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participation sports for all
kinds of people, and we
e 111,14'11 MI oirflo lo. lo
wanted to become their
6% 1-,,Ido• Hoot. coo - headquarters for all their
,,./nooz
phsio,oidt% tennis needs. We wanted to
build this image so that if
Mal 1,,./1/,:z
people needed anything to
joo4;rool
1)1.1 /
do with tennis, they could
//ow
I Is:. imrtrier
get it in our store.
.
Ill
n
11/1,1
Although not all sporting
- 11-1Ini
goods
stores sell clothing,
..7,i ,11111:
1,
.111
in trying to appeal to the
wro /5,
greatest number of people
it 'owl oo, 1,,11,01 .•
we stock a full line of apWe are all aware of the parel. The same is true
growth of tennis, and the with shoes and equipment.
growing interest in active Our store carries a great
participation. What may many different lines of
not be so evicient is the shoes, and a full range of
interest
that
large equipment. Additionally,
segments of the people we set up almost a "store
have in wearing tennis within a store," and have a
shoes and apparel for daily whole specialized section
wear. Our experience has devoted exclusively to
been that all kinds of tennis. As a result, we draw
people that are not in- 'customers from many
volved in the game of miles away. Any sporting
tennia still come into our goods store can do the
Aiire an pat-Mae-Wm same, by giving The
accessories, shoes and customer what, he or she
apparel. They find them wants and needs.
comfortable, stylish and
People look to the
convenient.
sporting goods store to be
This ability to appeal to a the expert in almost all
large cross section Of sports. Customers come in
people means keeping tip and want to know what the
with what is happening in pros are using and
the marketplace. Our wearing, and we have to be
philosophy has been that able to tell them.if we can
tennis is one of the biggest show them we have it on
11•11411
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Now you can grow your
own Chinese stir -fry
vegetables. The
Panhandler
in
the
Center on
Dixieland
Chestnut St. has a complete
of
selection
Chinese
v4getable seeds - some of
''thern from mainland
China.
Among them are seeds of
the snow pea, the familiar
Chinese sugar pea of
Chinese restaurants with a
crisp, sweet pea that's
harvested while the peas
themselves are still miniature.
-§pme of the other names
take getting used to Dow
Gauk, Gal Lohn, Mao Gwa,
etc.
Fortunately, the seedl
packets come equipped
with a description' of' the
plant, suggestions'for
cultivating it and also how
to prepare it for the dinner
table.
lia
with tennis is a necessity'
for all sporting goods
stores that are actively
seeking to grow, expand
their operation, increase
In an apparent response
profitability-and please to rising incomes and intheir customers.
Eddie Hunt, right, in
Americans have sharply
photo above, shows his increased their purchases
partner E. M. Dennison the of 'large life insurance
article in the Tennis- In- policies over thepast 10
dustry publication.
years.

r

Call the

Clinic Pharmacy
The Prescription Specialists

Free Delivery - 753-8301
s'allataWlattairIMINIMINKMaalatINEENTNEW~.

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff
May 24 Primary

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED.. THANKS
for By The Committee To tied, Benny Jackson

and

our shelves, then we stand
a better chance of selling it.
In many ways,,sporting
goads stores are called
upon to be all things to all
people. That may be a hard
job, but it's certainly not an
impossible one. It takes a
little time and effort to stay
abreast of changes and
innovations in the various
sPqrts - but keeping up

What do you do when
your engine starts making
smoke signals? When your
automatic transmission
won't transmit?
If you're a mechanic, you
may respond with calm
layman,assurance.
setnhIsfoeu gyhon
you're,
guide' youo
. ta

noise comes from under the tern. Automata% tranhood.
smission fluid should be
The water pump and changed every two years,
alternator, as well as ac- and the transmission bands
cessories such as air Ifriction devices responconditioning and power sible for shifting ars in
steering, are driven by the
automatic- teal,belts connected to pulleys smission adjusted at the
Which are bolted, onto the' sanie time.
probably panic. To help front end of the engine. If
you keep your cool, a the belts'become too dry or
4. Your car makes highcommon
too_ loose they begin_ pitched noices - whale 4or
everyday automotive slipping on the pulleys and nering.
crises has been. compiled create a high-pitched sound
Your tires ma be unby AMERICA, the Datsun -ruuch like the -squeaking derinflated, which will
Student Travel Guide, and sound chalk makes on a_ -cause- poor - steering
passed along by Murray blackboard. Tightening the response ar,i preiliature
Datsun.
belt or applying a special tire wear.
For instance:
lubricant may be all that is
1. When you turn on your needed.
5. Your ii.ar pulls to one
car's engine, a loud ticking
3. Your car's automatic side but does nt make any
noise comes from under the transmission suddenly noise.
hood.
begins to slip and then
If the tires appear to be
All automobile engines shifts abruptly.
all right, consider having
ire lubricated and to a
In an automatic tran- the
wheel alignment
certain extent cooled by smission, force is carried checked. Aligning the
motor oil. Without suf- by fluid in the torque wheels places the tires at
ficient oil, the engine converter rather than by proper an • to the
quickly wears out from friction between the clutch chassis so that they run
internal heat and friction. disc' and flywheel. If the true.
Often the engine will make transmission fluid gets too.
a ticking noise when there low,the torque converter is 6 You are. Ir :ving along
is not enough oil to not able to transfer engine when you tu•a - suspicious
lubricate it. The oil should force to the transmission. "hiss•". The
r hesitates
be checked immediately, The transmission fluid also and stalls A- he hissing
even if the ticking lasts serves other important continues. )):..te smoke
only for a few moments functions --- such as begins to rio •roin under
when the engine is started. lubrication and cooling - the hoOd.
Most engine problems and should be checked Probably • .le white
occur because of lack of oil.
whenever the car develops smoke is
;),' steam.
Between regular oil and
an unusual shifting pat- °lien the ho ,:th caution
filter changes, the oil level
should
be
checked
frequently.
2. When you accelerate, a
high-pitched.
squeaking

Everything we touch
turns to SOLD!
<KKOPPERUD
REALTY
White House Building
75 1-1222

711 N.‘dirt

The Businessman's Printer

WILSON
WOOLLEY

gwin 47Cqhes
OFFICE PRODUCTS;INC,
114 East Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
'Phone 7-,3-012 1

El
CUT INSURANCE COSTS

WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES
Charles W. Olree, Owner

Phone 753-5397
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Charles, left, and Jerry Caldwell of Caldwell Cars, Inc. chat with Bob Billington, CPCU
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ALL TYPES OF BUSINESS INSURE WITH

The Murray
Insurance Agenc
PROVIDING MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
INSIJRANCE SOVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751

102 North 4th

MK NOTES

Businesses of all types insure with The Murray Insurance Agency. Each business is different. Each business has its own unique requirements. We have the ability to design
programs to fit each individual business need. Kindly give us a call and let us show you
what we can do for vou and your business.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - dustries should convert to Kentucky.
Japanese Embassy of- direct coal-burning.
"That is why,- he said,
ficials, in Kentucky as paTt ."In Kentucky," Harrison "the Kentucky Department
of a Midwest -tour, paid a told the Japanese visitors, of Commerce is.- con-visit to Kentucky's Energy "we will be converting coal sidering a, trade and inand Commerce depart- to gas and oil - but that is vestment mission to Japan10 years away at best. That We want your people to
ments last week.
Taizo Watanabe, em- is why industries should know about Kentucky's
bassy counselor, and Akio make direct use of coal." particular products, like
Horrison complimented race horses, bourbon and
Nakajima, first secretary,
tnergy the Japanese on their use of tobacco, as well as coal,
with
visited
Damon their land and natural corn and soybeans."
Commissioner
Harrison and Commerce resources, and told them
"We want businesses 'in
Commissioner that "we will have critical Japan also to be aware of
Deputy
flationary pressures, 1 out Dick obinson as part of problems and we will have the advantages of locating
of 5 ordinary policies their
y visit in the to learn from you."
manufacturing, processingissued..in the. U. S. in 1975 Co
Earlier, Watanabe and
alth
'and distribution facilities
was for $25,000 or more,
Con
. about the Nakajima talked to Dr. in Kentucky," Robinson
reperts the' -Americann. reei1
about
re winter's Robinson
the said.
Council. of Life-Insurance. potent
effect
on potential for the Japanese
Prospects for investment
In 1965, 1 of 11 policies was American agricultural to promote
un- in Kentucky include firms
an
for that amount.
exports
to
Japan, derstanding
among manufacturing automotive
Watanabe asked Harrison Americans of Japan's parts, primary metals,
about the impact of the culture beyond "product- pipe and electronic comweather on grain crops..
ponents.
"We are concerned," "Increased
unThe Japanese officials'
and see if you can locate Watanabe explained, derstanding by Our peoples visit to Kentucky included
where the noise and steam "about price rises as a of each other's countries stops in Louisville and
are coming from. Often you result of shortages- and will result in better trade Lexington. While in those
will find that one of the about the effect on relations," Watanabe said. cities they met with
radiator
hoses
has agricultural goods we so "We are here to get im- banking and university
developed a hole. Since the desperately
need
in pressions 'about how to officials as well as other
engine
may
have Japan."
develop trade and promote businessmen.
overheated, don't do
Harrison replied that the cultural relations, not just
anything until it has had' grain-price situation would with
Americans
in
time to coodthorOughly. Do depend on "uncertain Washington, but* in the
not try to remove the factors in the future." He different regions of your
radiate _,cap—Since-tbe- -toW---Watanabe -and--country:"
cooling
system
is Nakajima that a wet fall
"We (at the embassy)
pressurized, you risk this year would cause a will be trying to identify the
getting scalded if you greater
demand
for subtle differences among
remove the cap before all propane-largely produced the regions of the United
the pressure has escaped. .from natural gas-which is States in an effort to
Never pour cold water into needed to dry grain.
communicate," he conthe- radiator while the
Because of the natural tinued.
engtne is hot: that could gas shortage this winter,
"And we are concerned,"
cause the engine block to Harrison said, many in- he said, "that information Harmon gets RUSCO
crack. Driving the car dustries have switched or about Japan, particularly
A new color-coordinated.
when the engine is will switch to propane as an in films, has emphasized long lasting window that
overheated can do ex- alternate fuel. As a result the traditional aspects of provides permanent
tensive and expensive of increased industrial our culture too much. Now beauty is now being
damage.
usage of propane, the fuel we want to emphasize our distributed in the Murray
will be in short supply if it current situation and our area by Roy Harrnon's
Carpenter Shop.
7. When you brake, there is needed for grain drying young people."
been
is a screech and the car in the fall. "Something will
Watanabe said he wanted
has
Harmon
pulls to one side
have to give," he said.
to impress on people that remodeling Murray homes
Your car may need new
Watanabe also wanted Japan is the largest for 20 years.
brake shoes if it has drum an "understanding" of how potential market for U. S.
brakes, or new brake pads Americans ,re coping with and Kentucky goods.
Robinson agreed with
if it has disc brakes If fuel shortages.
brake shoes or pads are not
Harrison said Americans Watanabe that-a --regional
replaced in time, grooves need to quit using natural approach to trade and
will be worn into the brake gas wherever possible, and cultural relations with
Office • Studio
drums or discs ( rotors) and he suggested that in- Japan is in the interest of
they' will have to be
replaced also, which can be
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
very expensive. Many
( walls #.
types of disc brakes miake
'OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
Photographer
some noise during braking
even though the brake pads
753-7360
do not need replacement
304 Main, Murray
Dow Gauk,,by any other
name is a stringless green
bean. The pod is sweet and
edible; the bean tastes a
little like black-eyed peas.
Harvest•when the pod is
about 2 feet and cut in 3
inch chunks for stir-frying.

Americans Buying larger Policies
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Japanese embassy officials visits commonwealth

What to do when your engine won't transmit and other things
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In general, it seems, the'
snow peas and anything
with "choy" in the name is
Al cool weather crop, and
should be planted in either
early spring or fall. If the
plant is a bean, or has
"Gwt" in the name, it's a
hot weather crop.
You can plant snow peas
in late March or ea* April
for harvest in 60 Ays. In
the home garden they like
neutral soil, and will
require staking as the vine
grows 4 to 6 feet tall.
Snow peas can be eaten
raw in salads, or stir-fried
with other vegetables and
meats.

,--by Bill BoY

Maybe you've wanted to
ask us for a loan, but your
credit rating isn't the best,
Stop in and let us try to
work out a plan' that will
get you the loan, protect
our depositor's money, and
help to rebuild a good
credit rating for yoTi"---

We like to loan money and we can suggest ways
to solive most financial problems. Give us a chance to help you.

PEppLEsiBANK
mi

RRAY I IT

Ke (ant guarantee that
we can cut everyones.
insurance costs, But • we
can try We're an Independent Agency That
means that we represent

_ ,seyerae ainareei_are.
surance companies. So
we (an shop around to
find the best (overage
for you at the lowest
cost If you think you
might be paying too
muclf for insurance
coverage, OVP us a call
We will tell you what we
have to offer and more ,
than likely we (an vase
you money on your insurance.

VAN HAVERSTO\K\
an n#'4evencle,,,

We At The

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Eddie Hunt

•

SERVICE FOR An
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS

rURDOM & THURMAN
Iminame Agenct

Mem 5er FDIC

This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
in the
Murray ledger and limes

on your great article
on tennis

753-4451
sow
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Turkey Hunting With
"Teddy" Roosevelt

)
14'..t44111,i.,

News Briefs
Whooping Success: According to biologists with the
and Wi1dlife-1AT-vice, a record number of
whooping cranes have - survived the grueling 2,500-mile
migration from Canada to
Arkansas National Wildlife
Refuge in Texas during 1976. A
total of 66 birds including 12
young made the trip. Last
year, 57 survived the flight to
over-winter in Texas.
—Bald Eagle Slaying: A
federal search is under way
for the killers of an immature
bald eagle which was shot to
death late last fall in eastern
Long Island. According to U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service
reports, the bird was found
dead on December 13 on a

farm near Watermill, N. Y. A
witness who reportedly heard
the gun-shots being -tita,
spotted two men as they left
the bird and fled with a
shotgun into a nearby car.
Under the Federal Eagle Act
of 1940 the killing of either a
bald eagle or golden eagle is
punishable by up to one year's
imprisonment and a fine of up
to $5,000. To aid in the apprehension of the killers, the
Fish and Wildlife Service and
the
National
Wildlife
Federation have posted
rewards of up to $3,000 for
information leading to arrest
and conviction. Officials
estimate that possibly fewer
than 100 bald eagles live in the
Northeast.

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McClURE

Yoke 94 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner s Grocery Yoke
blacktop into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right

Telephone 502-4364483

An endangered species

Fencerows May Be
Farmland Asset
By Robert Ise Smith

Springtime is not only
planting time — it is also
cleanup time. In the countryside this means brush
cutting and burning. What
goes up in smoke is not only
brush but next year's song
sparrows, cardinals, and
(Theodore Roosevelt needs little introduction. He was a man with a zest for action. This
cottontail rabbits.
bears truth when we realize his contributions as a conservationist, a military hero, and as
Many farmers and rural
president of the United States. "Teddy" was a sportsman in the truest sense and was an
property owners seem to be
avid fisherman and hunter as well. He was also a writer. The following is one chapter from
intolerant of woody growth.
his book, Hunting Trips Of A Renchmen, published in 1885, describing the territory and game of
Perhaps this attitude in some
that time.
way goes back to the pioneer
farmers who developed a bare
soil psychology and is a
females from young females. him. Mating is promiscuous.
TURKEY HUNTING TODAY:
fulfillment to the "clear the
A hen and her young may The dominant gobbler in an
A Hunter's Guide
land" complex.
constitute a flock, but the' area usually collects a harem.
By Theodore Roosevelt
I once knew a landowner
young gobblers so quickly He takes no part, however, in
who couldn't stand trees and
In this country there are outgrow their sisters that they - the ;lasting or incubation and
proceeded to cut the oaks and
four Wild-turkey populations soon form a flock of their
own.
rearing of the young.
the maples around the house.
which are sufficiently distinct Only during the spring
Nests are simple. The hen
In the end the house stood
from each other in apperance, breeding season are
adult stamps a small depression in
gaunt, white and lonely on the
and which have sufficiently gobblers and hens likely
to the ground, where, over a
horizon of a hill. At any rate, a
extensitie ranges to be con- stay together.
period of about two weeks, she
clump of brush — even in a
sidered separate races or
Turkeys roost in trees. They lays perhaps a dozen eggs.
gully, or a thicket of a fensubspecies. All four are fair begin their day shortly
after Four weeks later, if all goes
cerow
to them seems to reflect
game.
poor husbandry. Brush is
turkey,
eastern
The
equated with the run-down
Meleagris gallopavo
homestead. To make it appear
silvestris, is found in the
more prosperous, the owners
deciduous forests of the
make it poorer by burning up
eastern United States; the
the brush.
Florida turkey, Meleagris
In spite of the American
gallopavo osceola, in the
predilection
landowner's
broad-leaved evergreen and
against
shrubby
growth,
Florida
the
forests
of
pine
hedgerows on our farms have
peninsula; the Rio Grande
been with us nearly three
turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
centuries
and only in the past
intermedia, in the mesquite
80, and especially in the past
and live-oak thickets of the
30 to 40 years, has brushland
sourthern Great Plains; and
on the rural landscape been
Merriam's turkey, Meleagris
the object of eradication.
gallopavo merriami, in the
I suspect that the early
mountain-pine woodlands of
American farmer had some
the Rocky Mountains.
feeling for hedgerows. It was a
The two more northerly
part of his European heritage.
types, the eastern and
For well over 2,000 years the
Merriam's, are the largest,
fencerow was a part of the
gobblers
with
mature
European landscape. If you
averaging eighteen to twenty
"Utmost care not to be seen or heard, patience, and sure aim have always been
wished you could carry it back
pounds and hens eight to
requisites in hunting wild turkey. Even so, killing the elusive bird in fair chase has never
much further than that, to the
twelve. The Florida and Rio
been an easy task." Theodore Roosevelt from his book, "Hunting Trips of a Rancave man in southern France
,.
Grande turkeys are much
chrnan:published in TA85
who undoubtedly shielded the
smaller, with lidUlt Males
averaging perhaps twelve to sunrise by flying down from well, the clutch will Jiatch. gobbler to within six steps of door to his cave against wild
fifteen pounds. Aside from the roost to feed. Since the About forty per cent of nesting where his camouflaged client animals with piles of brush.
size, a distinguishing feature intensity of light is the attempts are successful. Most sat. When Rush whispered, When man began to raise
of the male is a "beard," a determining factor here they of the others eggs are lost to "Kill' him!" the hunter, crops he must have raised
bristle of thin feathers which may remain in the trees desertion, fire, hijgh water, or enraptured by watching the fences of stone and brush. And
when he domesticated the
bird's advance, lunged to his
hangs from the breast and several hours later on mor- predators.
'
sheep and the cow, he had to
feet,
fire
three
rapid
shots,
may attain a length of four- nings darkened by fog or
Turkey-hunting technqiues
teen inches. Some hens also drizzle. Conversely, they will are many, in part, of course, then watched with empty gun protect his crops from his
have beards, although rarely go to roost earlier on a gloomy because of the great variety of while the bird dashed into the stock. Somewhere in that time
it must have occurred to man
longer than five inches. afternoon.
hunting regulations and timber.
The epitome of turkey that the fence which best met
(Contrary to many hunters'
The birds usually feed ac- conditions in the different
belief, bearded hens are not tively for two hours or so, states. Most states have only a hunting is to call a gobbler in his needs was one of the living
necessarily sterile.) Some wander rather widely during fall hunting season; some the spring. The time and the plants. The hedge as a land
device
is
states permit both males and the middle of the day, feed have only a spring season; season are ideal. Forests are management
bearded hens to be taken, but actively again in late af- some have both. In most free of undergrowth and mentioned in 'the Bible. And
where gobblers alone may be ternoon, and then fly to their states the use of dogs is illegal, gorgeously decked with A L.aertes, according to Homer,
was planting a hedge when his
hunted awareness of the beard roosts.
but in a few it is customary to lacing of dogwood and redbud
is important.
Except in areas where cover utilize them. Some states blossoms. Doves are cooing. son Ulysses retruend from the
Trojan wars. The Latin
Generallx, the plumage of is limited, they tend to roost allow baiting; most prohibit it. The weather is superb.
writers on agriculture, such as
For
the
gobblers
are
goball four types is similar, where nightfall overtakes Some permit shotguns or
Columella and Varro, menalthough there are minor them. In the South they seen
rifles, others allow only bling! You can hear this
in
differences
lesser to prefer roosting spots over shotguns. Some permit blinds, magnificent sound a mile tioned thorns as plants fo
markings, and Florida and water. Cypress and tupelo others do not. Many limit away on a still, clear morning. rliving fences and shrubs as
But heard nearby, at one hedges to protect colonies 01
Rio _Grande turkeys run trees standing in lakes or shooting to gobblers.
bees. When the Romans in
several shades lighter in backwaters are favorites,
Fall turkey hunters may go hundred yards or less, it is a
tht
England,
color. The feathers are possibly because they provide after the birds as an incidental sound to set the blood racing. vaded
inhabitants
had
already
As
the
gobbler
approaches,
iridescent, glinting green- a measure of protection from part of a deer, bear, or
black, brown, gold, and red. such traditional predators as squirrel hunt; or they may you will hear him strut, a planted hedges of hawtorne
Since
hedges
were
The head is small, the neck the wildcat.
make them a primary ob- sound like that of an ax
long, and the skin mottled with
In the spring, stimulated by jective. The former hope to striking wood, and drum, a recognized for thousands of
red, blue, and purple. the increasing length of the happen on a flock, or to have hum which reminds some of years as a land management
Females are less lustrous than day, male turkeys begin their other hunters spook birds past an idling motor. Perhaps you device in Europe, it was only
natural that the gentlemen
males.
sexually provocative gob- them. The latter usually try to will see him fan his great tail,
farmers
of Virginia, Pennfluff
his
feathers,
and
drag
his
gregarious
Turkeys are
and bling, the best known of the „break up a flock, and then use
most often found in flocks many sounds they are capable" -the call to get one back into wings in one of the stirring sylvania and New England
courtship rituals of the wild. attempted to introduce the
which follow rigid patterns of of making. Hens who are range.
English hawthorne as a hedge
segregation. Males travel sexually mature respond
Where shotguns are used the And, if luck is with you, you
apart from females, old males either by seeking out the turkey must be within fifty may even know the triumph of plant. But the expense of
from young males, old gobbling male or calling to yards. Forty or less is even taking a magnificent wild importation, attacks of fungi
and dry summers ended their
turkey in fair chase. •

641 Super Shell

Lindsey's
Jewelers

BUCKS BODY SHOP

attempts
Most eastern farmers didn't
worry too much about living
fences. With wood to burn they
ould afford to make their
fences of wood.
Rail fences snaked across
the hills but to insure that
cows didn't jump across, the
farmers allowed the fencerows to grow up in native
shrubs and trees.
Fencerows served many
purposes. They marked
property boundaries, enclosed
pasture lands, demarked
grainfield and haylands, and
protected the crop against
wind and storm damage.
But fencerows, like kings
and princes, had their day and
then they fell out of favor. The
beginning of the end of fencerows started in 1867 when
barbed wire was patented. Not
only did barbed wire fence in
the plains it also fenced in the
east. Rail fences and fencerows were replaced by wire,
and by 1880 fencerows were
disappearing
the
from
American farm, but for a
while these losses were
replaced by roadside hedges
that grew along expanding
miles of highway.
In the 1930s the most rapid
decline of fencerows began.
Clean farming was the
byword. Brushy hedgerows,
brush in the gullies, brush
along the roadsides had to go.
Not only did brush mean
poor farming, it also harbored
— or was supposed to harbor
— inspect pests of crops. But
along with the crop pests went
their natural insect predators
and birds that fed on them:
catbirds,
robins,
song
sparrows, field sparrows,
bobwhite quail. Also disappearing were the cottontail
rabbit and the white-footed
mouse. Replacing them were
grassland insects and the
meadow mouse, destructive to
orchards and grass.
Wisconsin biologists have
chronicled the disappearance
of hedgerows and quail, a
story that has been repeated
through eastern farmlands. In
the Prairie du Sac region of
Wisconsin the miles of
hedgerows decreased 45 per
cent between 1931 and 1950 and
quail declined 50 per cent. And
between 1950 and 1960
hedgerows declined another 50
per cent and the bobwhite
disappeared.
While we were losing our
hedges so was England.
Hedgerows that dated back
100 years were and still are
being removed. In fact so
rapidly have England hedges
decreased that ecologists have
started to study their pattern
of
their
distribution,
veget.gion and animal life.
Ecologists have noted that in
many parts of England
hederows have declined 70 per
cent between 1945 and 1965
Some poeple may enjoy
their hillside field barren of
hedges. But when spring
comes around there is still
something about a hedgerow
with its blossoms and bird'
that makes the year complete

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
408 N. 4th

753 6779

Outdoorsmen:

Bori
e .woRK

900 Sycamore

better. Most veteran hunters
rely on a full-chocked, 12gauge gun, and shoot for the
head with a heavy load of No.
71
/
2 shot. Others prefer No. 4,
maintaining that this will kill
with a body shot. But I prefer
the pattern density available
with small shot.
As for rifles, anything that
shoots flat and is topped with a
good scope serves as a
"turkey gun" under the right
conditions. Eliminate the .22rimfire, since it leaves too
many cripples, and load down
the hot smallbores to prevent
destruction of the meat.
Locatag a luYftey fro& and
making a stalk can set up
some long-range situations
calling for the utmost in
marksmanship.
Unlike most game birds, the
turkey is fair game on the
ground. They are very fast on
the wing, having been clocked
at more than fifty miles per
hour, but they are also extremely fleet of foot and
frequently prefer tci escape by
running rather than by flying.
The sport is to get them up
within range.
Killing them on the ground,
even with a shotgun, is far,
from easy. Veteran hunters
have been known to miss close
shots as readily as neophytes.
Several years ago, Lewis
Rush, of De Witt, Arkansas,
one of the best turkey callers
anywhere, lured a huge

Specializing in servicing tires and 4-wheel drive vehicles.

753-5141

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S 5th

Murrsy, Ky

"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires in the
Jackson Purchase.
*Gumbo
•Notionol
753-1640

•Remington
•Moyi Trot

•Rocket & Col Chrome Wheels

•

Carroll Tire Service

Nts Ent Hoy 94

753-5693

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Murray Bait Co.

. See Us For
Uniroyal Gumbo ond Mochelon Tires

AllirJtep

Home of the longggg dozen

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair

—

/ 5 Pogue

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality g QuantAGitiarenteeo

753-1489
•

Coldwater Rd
753-6448 r,
41•1•01M.4

6:30-11:00 Sun thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

•
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"IF I ONLY HAD THE TIME,
I'D .. ."
How many times have we
all said the same thing? It
seems that there is never
enough time to get the things
that we want to do accomplished and, suddenly, we
are faced with a hunting
situation and we find ourselves not ready.
This particular time of year
finds many a howbunter
sitting on his hands. Sure
there are the routine things to
do around the house that we
all worry about aond don't get
done. These we have come to
-accept because- this -is. the
order of things. If we accomplished all we are supposed to then there wouldn't
be anything to tvorry about
and we wouldn't be happy.
And we all want to be happy;
right?
There is no excuse for
leaving those things concerning bowhunting undone.
These things are classified as
pleasurable pursuits, the
kinds we don't get paid for,
and we always find time for
pleasure.
Looking back over a fall

season filled with days afield
in pursuit of the white-tailed
deer Most of us will find that
our equipment has taken a
beating. Much of needed
repair is easily done and just
as easily forgotten until we
take up our bow for a round at
the target butt.
Many times that worn
bowstring which served us so
well during the fall decides
that it has had enough and
fails causing possible injury to
bow and maybe even
bowhunter.
Would it not be prudent to
change a worn string before
we become, or our prized bow
becomes, a 'casuality of our
....v., negligence? A bowstring
costs no more than $3.00 but
what of the bow or an eye?
While on the subject of
bowstrings some bows are
equipped with more than one
"string-." The extra strings on
a compound bow are not
strings at all but steel cables
and they do become worn and,
occasionally, frayed. Cables
have been known to part and
do more damage than a
bowstring. An accident of this
kind can be avoided.
Many times it is an arrow

that causes injury to
bowhunter or equipment
Arrows should be inspected
to be sure that they are not
cracked or bent. Not just
arrows made of wood or
fiberglass but arrows made of
alleys that are harder than
"game getters" such as XX75
and 24SRTX will crack instead
of bending when hit by other
arrows. Such a crack could
cause the arrow to shatter
when shot from a bow
resulting in a nasty accident.
Another part of an arrow is
a constant offender and that is
the nook. Many times the nook
is struck by another arrow and
a small crack goes undetected
until the nook breaks and the
sudden fall of the bowstring,
with no arrow on it, causes
damage to the bow or
bowman.
When an accident happens it
Is too late to say,"If I only had
the time!"
Just like the TV commercial
says, "pay attention to your
equipment now or PAY
later!"
Good luck
bowhunting!
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Fishing Rods For 1977 Feature
Strength, Durability; lightness
Ugly Stik is the "strongest, their choice of rods for .the
most sensitive fishing rod ever public in 1977.
made." Fabricated of a blend
In addition to strength and
of graphite and fiberglass, the durability with light weight,
rod is offered as being =- manufacturers are bringing
breakable under normal out full lines of rods to cover
fishing conditions.
every type of fishing activity.
A 100 per cent graphite rod One series ,of graphite rods
is a product of "aerospace includes models for fly,
technology combined with the ssianing, ultralight and baitremarkable qualities of casting.
graphite."
And beyond the ultralight,
The light weight and there are now "ultratiny" rodstrength of graphite and the.' reel combinations "that are
durability of fiberglass have -sure to please fishermen who
been combined "to make one crave ultralight sport. You
of the strongest and most have to see them, feel them,
sensitive rods produced."
fish them to believe the
Those are among the claims ultimate fishing experience
of fishing rod manufacturers they can produce," says the
who plan to add to or expand manufacturer.

Telescopic rods will be
prominent in 1977. One
manufacturer
its
says
telescopic rods and poles
"combine fiberglass construction with excellent
fishability and convenience
found only in the telescopic
concept."
Another manufacturer is
offering telescopic rods in
spin-fly combination, boat
spinning, ultralight, spin cast,
spinning, casting, jetty, surf
and fly models.
"Did you think the green
semi-clear solid glass rod was
out?" asks one exhibitor, and
answers the question with,
"Not true." The firm will
introduce the broadest line of

- "This was truly unique
fishing," I reflected, sitting
back and lighting a cigarette
as a flight of bats whistled
softly by on their annual
migration to the suburbs.
Here I was, fifteen feet
below the city streets of my
home town, Portland, Oregersisitting in an outboard-powered
inner tube, inching an
imitation orange peel along

•
_

Dan Gardner

Route 8

Murray, Ky. 753-5644

Zwe

the city.
As a convertible pulled by,
towing one of those low-slung
ski boats, I smiled to myself.
It was good to know that those
idiot" would at least leave
fishermen alone down there.
As if reading my mind, Norton ' In conjunction with its
said, "Maybe we ought to tell tribute to the 125th an'em about what's goin' on niversary of Wells Fargo, the
down there. Kriowin' those Winchester-Western Division
turkeys, they'd come down of Olin Corporation will offer
during 1977 a special one-time
production run of Wells Fargo 3 & Co. Commemorative center
fire rifle cartridges.
The special issue ammunition,in 30-30 caliber only,
has nickel-plated cases
marked with a distinguishing
commemorative head stamp.
The top portion of the head
stamp is inscribed: W.F. di
Co.," while the bottom half
reads: "30-30 Win."
just to tee us off."
Packaged in a distinctive
Happily, I envisioned a
melalflake, twelve-cylinder, Abox featuring the Wells Fargo
supercharged freak-boat with di Co. name and stagecoach
two Troy Donahues in tow, artwork, the commemorative
trying to negotiate a ninety- cartridges are loaded with 150- •
degree turn through a cloud of grain Silvertip bullets. Fully
functional, the ammunition
bats in the dark.
But, it would just ruin the comes packaged 20 to the box
flavor of the catfish, so we'll and has a suggested list price
of $8.05 per box.
never tell them.

Coorstemorative
Cartridge
Offord

the bottom of a city sewer and
"Fish on!" cried Ed's Stadium.
waiting for the tell-tale nudge. brother-in-law, .grunting
I towed him back to the big
"of • one of the most unusual audibly as he set the hook into underground pond, where Ed
fishing developments in years. something big. That man is, as Pal and his brother-in-law
Subterraneous buslipuppyui I said, the luckiest stiff alive. waited along with Norton.
is the scientific name for
Ed giggled as he hooked up, And, as the manhole cover
them, but they're just catfish, then threw his outboard into holes winked out one by one,
really. Fourteen foot.catfish, gear and muddled off after his like lights in a sleepy round
to be sure, but just catfish all fish. Soon, even Norton was city, we hoisted the catfish up
into a good one and disap- a ladder to the street. Much,
the same.
Ed Pal's brother-in-law had pearing down some tunnel. In incidentally, to the surprise of
located them, of course. He's the absence of the light from the early evening dwellers of
the luckiest man alive. their miner's hat lights, my
Fishing is all Ed's brother-in- eyes adjusted to the near-total
law does since he got laid off darkness and I could see a
and started receiving those number of groups of light rays
unemployment descending from the manhole
incorrect
checks. Due to a series of covers, sinking into the
computer misprints he gets mysterious dark waters.
$8,450,000,000 a week instead Above, I could hear a bus, its
tires whining faintly through
of $54.50.
He was having a beer with two feet of concrete.
an old friend, Norton, who
Now, I felt a touch.
happened to work for the Something was fooling around
Hey II:sten! I'm fifteen years stopper at the drive-in and the
Department of Sanitation in with my tomato soup can lid. old
right now and I'll be DQ. It goes camping with you,
the sewer, and who had Gently, I idled up the out- getting a
set of wheels pulls a boat or a trailer, even
recently
come
across board so as to imitate the sometime in the next year or
helps with odd jobs you always
something unusual down sound of a garbage disposal. I so.
Do I really want a four seem to inherit around the
felt another nudge.
there.
wheel drive? That's one house.
Working in a sewer has its
Being a totally new fishery, question. Frequently
there is
In short, it's a sensible
hazards, of course, and now angling methods haven't been one
very closely related also. Vehicle. Maybe not qufte on a
and then they lose a fellow perfected yet, but our ex- Say!.
I•have a son who just par with a Corvette when it
during a cloudburit (part of perience to date confirms that turned
sixteen (or daughter) comes to the once a year date
the game, so to speak). But, the time of year dictates lures. and
we're looking around for you luck- up ort- with Wonder
recently, Norton had noticed a During certain months, like- something
for them to drive. Girl. You buying your set of
substantial increase in the a&ricultural harvest time, This four wheel—drive
- fad - -wheels lee that four-hours or
accident rate that did not only green leafed imitations seems to be booming. Do they
the other eight thousand seven
correlate with Oregon's cyclic work. Around the Fourth of really need a four wheel
hundred and fifty six that
(every four minutes)- down- July, we've found potato chip drive?
occur every year? Be honest,
pours. Even stranger, ever shapes are dynamite ... and
You asked for it so here's even after you go for-the Vette
man showed up several weeks almost all year around a cigar one fellow's personal
opinion. and are sitting there with
later with teeth marks on his butt will bring a rise.
Keep in mind he could be Dogpatch Dilly looking over at
Big Boy coveralls, omI felt another tug, this time prqudiced for he got his first your best
buddy showing
plaining that they had been setting the hook, and all heck set of wheels some
seventeen Wonder Girl the merits of that
dragged away by something broke loose down there in the or eighteen years ago. What
individualized four wheel
Norton went down to in- dripping dark. For a short was it? You guessed it. A
drive muscle machine.
vestigate, and Subterraneus time, he charged around the genuine twelve year old jeep
Somebody better tell Taylor,
Hushpuppyus was what he big underground pool, then he complete with cracked windNix, and Dalton they sell both
found.
really took off. Throwing my shield,ta knocking motor, and or I may
have to leave town
As near as we can deter- outboard into gear and a few fragments of rotten
pretty soon.
mine, it's something like jamming the throttle forward, canvas top. When two fellows
Now as to the parents; most
attaching your garbage I heard the surge of water rise like Paul -Blalock and Lee
young drivers have a tendency
disposal drain to a fish pond in the front (forward) portion Redden get done using
to be a little rougher on
All that ground up food just of my inner tube as I took off something for a dozen years,
machinery; than their elders.
naturally attracts the fish. after him.
well, a peach it is not. That Four wheel drives are built to
fattening them up. Magnify
Inner tubes are necessary two hundred and twenty-five take
a pretty stiff dose of this
that by a million times and down there, since its so darn dollar piece of nearly scrap treatment.
you have what Ed Pal dark. Any normal glass or iron won a spot of heart that a
If your youngster is the one
wood boat would be broken 1977 Rolls Royce limousine who
can tear up anvils with his
solid glass rods on the into smithereens by high
with
TV
color
couldn't
touch
bare
hands, never mind.
market," including boat. speed contact with the sides of
today.
You're probably concerned
;pinning and spincast models a stone sewer, and metal
First let's talk to the about speed. There are very
A "new look" in rods in- would just warp all out of
younger group, the ones who few four wheel drives in this
zludes pistol grip models with shape. So these vehicles are
actually will be the drivers of county that can top an honest
aluminum oxide guide, along perfect. With a two-hundred
this
set of wheels. A four wheel eighty-five miles per hour.
with a series made with Tuflex horsepower Merc jet outboard
drive is invariably a Even in a four thousand pound
blanks and glass-to-glas behind a canvas-bottomed
multipurpose vehicle. Just plus machine this may not be
ferrules.
sixteen wheeler tube, you can about anything you want to do too safe. It sure
beats one
A panfishing rod design puts really get up and hunch along.
with it fits right in. It helps out hundred plus in a box of
the line inside the rod to avoid About the only difficulty is
with that patch of tobacco Reynolds wrap to my way of
tangling and improve action when you hit a wall at high
you're planning next summer thinking,,
The rod telescopes for storag, speed, since the tube bounces
or carrying tools and
The gafmileage is not very
and is available "in a lengt! off and into the other wall and
materials to your summer job. good. So. On a five dollar
style and price range for ea() back and so on. Seven blocks
Come Friday and Saturday allowance per week that saves
member of the family." .
of that and you can yodel by night all it takes is a wash job a whole lot of tearing
up and
just opening your mouth and to have a really _cool eye down the highway where

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
BY Meaty
"from Kawasakis to Kenworths-

saying "ahh."
My fish took off up tip
Jefferson Street line, mad
left on 10th and tookthe
freeway drain underpass. It
was nip and tuck for awhile,
and he nearly wrapped my
linearound a culvert, but after
an hour of roaring up and
down
underground
the
waterways, I finally managed
to lirch him beneath Civic

•
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Sportsmen:

gusto; Kolots

poetically calls Catfish
Heaven.
It was hard to believe, but
there I was, sitting in the
placid gloom of a large confluence of drains, scraping
that tomato can lit painted
orange along the bottom,
tryint to catch giant catfish
that would never grow over
four pounds in its native
Williamette River.

FishinrCamping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

storey s
Food Gaut
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.sm. - 10:00 p. m.

US a err

Tennis Department

Hwy. 641 So.

By Hamp Brooks
accidents do happen. Also
they a-re not nearly so likely to
call long distance collect at
two a. m. in the morning.
Four wheel drives are expensive. New ones, yes. When
compared to some of the more
highly regarded sporty type
cars not necessarily. You can
still buy brand new four wheel
drives for -leis than five'
thousand dollars.
Used-onesare-afar di erent
story. Actually it's much
easier to find a bargain in a
used four wheel drive today
than it was ten years ago.
There are many more to
choose from.
There is another thing too.
It's already in the back of your
mind but you would undergo
torture to keep from admitting
it. A four wheel drive for the
youngster is a lot More
relavent for family use. The
family already has a car. A
low slung two seater model
Useless will be about as
welcome as a dose of flu in the
carport. But a four wheel
drive. Haul furniture, carry
off the garbage, get the
firewood, take the guys
hunting the first day of bird
season.
Be careful though. You
might find enough uses to
warrant two.
Like we said earlier, we are
prejudiced. It's hard to ever
completely forget that first set
of wheels.
We think a four wheel drive
will be something worth
remembering.
For ALL-the kids Even the
ones over forty.
HAPPY FOUR WHEF:I.ING

Murray Home & Auto
he

Ihe

Outdoor Sportsman
Murr.i‘ s

By.“

Qualified Bear Arc hen. ',er%is e

Phone 753-8322
f

Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our Business"

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
Al! merchandise sold art discount prices

ItJTSON

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Cans X Ammo

Chemical Co.
Inc.

rtifizer
Located 'v' Railroad, Avenue

753-1933

./--

641 South Phone 753-9491,

Vernon's Ng=
WESTERN STORE

Sportsman's Special
ley tile tempous Rush IF Roller Boot end receive your Fill choice of SS 9S
retell Fisk Fillet keitweaGS pear et socks or SS 95 cash!

Mir Gm'wg=

WARD & ELKINS

"Guns//
New & Used
Browning Reminglon Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson

Ii
Olympic Plaza

We'll Trade For Any Gun
.di
•
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Murray High Boys Avenge Loss
With Win Over Fulton County
The Murray High Tigers including a dunk by Andrea the perimeter.
It was nip-and-tuck for most
exploded in the fourth quarter Perry that brought the crowd
the first three quarters,
of
hurry.
a
in
life
to
team
the
and
a-tough
over
win
to take a 78-70
Fulton made one last at- with neither team able to
Fulton County team in the
N1SV Fieldhouse here last tempt, and took the lead mount much of a lead.
-After the Tigers pulled to an
briefly at 67-66 with 3:25 to go
night.
After a closely-fought first in the game, but the Bengals 8-2 lead early in the first
half, Murray feu behind by a - outscored the Pilots 10-3 in the quarter,the Pilots pulled back
consistent three points in the remainingethree minutes to to take the lead at 12-10 with
third quarter. Then, in the shut out the visitors com- 2:41 to go in the opening leg of
the game!
final stanza, they outscored pletely.
The teams battled evenly
Frank Gilliam put in 19
their guests 22-11 in a furious
s bly: ot power_lit take the points to lead the Tigers in a for the remainder of the
brilliant performance un- quarter, and at the stop it was
in.
the basket. Brett a dead heat at 18 apiece.
derneath
in
early
63-56
trailing
After
The Tigers came out on top
the final quarter, Murray Harcourt had a fine night as
scored six straight points. well, putting in 15 points from at the end of the half, but only
by a point, at 38-37. Lindsey
Hudspeth put in eight of the
Tigers 20 points during the
second quarter to -keep the
host quint going.
The Pilots came alive in the
third quarter, led by Holder, who put in 12 of his game-high
23 points during the period.
The visitors outscored Murray
22-18 during the period to take
a9-56 lead into the final leg of
the contest.
Game high-scoring laurels
went to Holder for Fulton,
with 23 points, while Aker
chipped in 20 to pace the
visitors.
Other double-figures
scorers for Murray were

Lindsey Hudspeth with 14, and pushes the Tigers record to 16
10 apiece for Raymond Sims and 3.
Murray High (78)—Sims 10,
and Richie Richardson, who
had several clutch baskets for McHugh 2, Gilliam 19, Hudthe Tigers,late in the game. speth 14, Richardson 10, Perry
Revenge was sweet for 8, and Harcourt 15.
Fulton County (70 —
Murray High; the Pilots are
one of only three teams to Duncan 10, Winter 2, Aker.20,
defeat the local team this (Theirs 11, Holder 23, and
year. The victory last night Jackson 4.

.1

Cage Scores
Franklin Co 79 Grant Co 61
Henderson Co 101 Crittenden
Co 63
Jessamine Co 94 Richmond
Model 76
Maysville St Pat 73 Augusta 68
Nelson Co 79 Marion Co 46
Menifee Co 86 Riverside 31
Newport 75 Boone Co 66
Nicholas Co 60 Deming 54
W Hardin 69 LaRue Co 51
Wheelwright 75 Millard 52
Apollo 94 Butler Co 75
Bowling Green 53 Lou Male 49
- Glasgow 62 Franklin Simpson
58
Mayfield 75 Christian Co 70!
Lou Ahrens 81 Lou Shawnee 72
Anderson Co 65 Henry Co 60
Bardstown 76 Taylor Co 61
Somerset 64 Middlesboro 59.
Warren E 82 Ohio Co 57
Frankfort 57 Oldham Co 55
W Anderson 74. Portland
Christian 72
Lou Ballard 86 Atherton 59
Jeffersontown 70 Trinity 67
Bracken Co 78 Owen Co 62
Eminence 79 Taylorsville 49
Fairview 75 Boyd Co 55
Maysville 74 Newport Cath 69
Paris 82 Pendleton Co 61
Russell 76 Elliott Co 65
Harlan 77'Corbin 69

W Hardin 69 LaRue Co 5f
Shelby Co 44 Elizabethtown 43
E Hardin 84 Carroll Co55
Ashland 77 Johnson C 48
Paintsville 74 Morgan Co 62
Washington Co 73 Mercer Co
62
- Girls Games
Friday Nights
Marshall Co 61 Trigg Co 29, .
Campbell Co 62 Boone Co 36
Williamsburg 59 McCreary Co

38
E Hardin 43 Carroll Co 42
Heath 34 Fulton 17
Lou Southern 41 Durrett 37
Metcalfe Co 52 Caverna 50
S Hopkins 62 Hughes-Kirk 52
Clinton Co 51 Barren Co 48
Allen Co 46 Bowling Green 42
Lincoln Co 49 Wayne Co 46
Lou Atherton 56 Ballard 53
Lou Butler 66 Eastern 34
Lou Fairdale 51 Mercy 37
Fern Creek 65 Bullitt C 31
Lou Moore 66 Lou Doss 37
Lou Seneca 50 Westport 40
Lou Tho Jeff 67 Waggener 46
Ashland 53 Russell 27
Corbin 41 Harlan 20
Henry Clay 41 Tates Creek 40
Marion Co 58 Nelson CO 44
Raceland 39 Ashland Holy
Fain 30
Warren C 55 Ft Knox 31

By FRANK BROWN
AP_Sports Writer _
The umpires aren't the only
people missing from spring
training these days.
Power hitter Dave Kingman
hasn't appeared at the
training site of the New York
Mets, reliever Sparky Lyle
hasn't found the New York
Yankees' training base yet,
and Luis Tiant may not bother
showing up while the Boston
Red Sox prepare for the 1977
baseball season.
Negotiations aren't exactly
speeding along,either.
Mets General Manager Joe
McDonald said he hasn't even
heard from Kingman since
Feb. 1 when the outfielder
made a reported demand for a
multi-million dollar contract.
He has been listed as an
FOOTBALL
WASHINGTON — The "unofficial absentee," with
National Football League that designation to change to
if
absentee"
Players Association and team "official
owners voted to approve a Kingman doesn't show by
five-year labor agreement March 1.
Lyle also isn't required in
between the athletes and the
camp until March I, nor are
teams.
the other 14 unsigned
TRACK AND FIELD
NEW YORK — Jane Yankees.
They,don't have contracts.
Frederick set a world indoor
record in the women's 60-yard but Tiant does, and his inhurdles with a 7.3 clocking at sistence on an extension of his
the National AAU Track and pact through 1979 provides a
Field Championships and stickier problem. The 36-year-Rosalya Bryant lowered the old righthander who smokes
world standard in the 220 with -cigars in the shower is "exceedingly disturbed" over the
a 23.4 second performance.
Red Sox' apparent un. TENNIS
willingness to give.him what
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. he wants. He refuses to go tc
— Top-seeded Raul Ramirez camp.
of Mexico and second-seeded
The Red Sox say Taint is
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina bound by the terms of the
scored quarter-final victories reported $180,000 per year
in the 6225,000 Tennis Games contract which runs through
at Mission Hills Country Club. the coming season. Tiant's
DETROIT — Top-seeded counterclaim is that Tom
Martina Navratilova defeated Yawkey, Boston's late owner,
Yvonne Vermaak 6-1, 6-1 id promised him that he would be
the quarter-finals of the given ä no-cut, no-trade,
women's p. o tennis tour multi-year contract similar to
singles tournament at Cisbo those offered a number of
Arena.
other Red Sox players in an

Tiger Girls Upset By
Fulton County, 47-41
A 14-point effort by Denise
Bumphis failed to lift the
Murray High girls basketball
team past visiting Fulton
County last night as the Lady
Tigers were defeated 47-41.
It was a battle to the end as
the Murray High girls
pressured their. opponents,
pulling to within two points

GOseo
litrA

stores
closed.
March1for
irove
All Goodyear Service Stores.will be closed all day
on,TuesdAy, March 1,1977 for inventory..
Customers needing emergency service on that day
should call 753-0595. Stores will reopen
Wednesday with a Giant Inventory Clearance.

pi

Umpires Aren't The Only Ones
Missing From Spring Training

Sports In Brief

..g10j1
dr
JotlailkaiLia
......mmorommule
High goes inEASY TWO—undidy Hudspeth (32) of Murray
14 points in
his
of
two
for
shot
left-handed
a
side and puts up
the Tigers' win over Fulton County Friday night.

1

•
attempt to keep them- from
_becominE free agents.
Last season, Tiant pitched
279 innings, won 21 of 33,
decisions and compiled an
earned run average of 3.06.
But he reported to the team
last year only after the
League club
American
extended his contract at a
salary increase; he had
threatened to sit 'out the
season.
noncontinuing
The
agreement between Oakland
A's owner Charles 0. Finley
and Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn came as far lesg
of a surprise Friday. Kuhn,
after refusing to approve
Finley's sale of reliever Paul
Lindblad to the Texas
Rangers for $400,000, has
scheduled a hearing on the
ANOTHER DUNK— Andrea Perry of the Tigers had a pair of slam dunks in the Murray High win
matter.
Friday over Fulton County. Watching Perry is Raymond Sims (10). The Tigers avenged an earlier
Finley reacted by saying he
loss by winning 78-70 over Fulton County.
wouldn't appear at the
(Staff Photos by Mood Nil)
hearing Wednesday unless
Kuhn furnished a statement of. .!!
all facts which support his
contention that Finley is
trying to "liquidate the club's
established major league
talent," a detailed statement
points but he also did a great stopped the New York Nets
By The Associated Press
of all facts supporting Kuhn's
112-106, the Chicago Bulls
When a player scores 68 defensive job_ on Walt
conclusion that the sale is not
whipped the Atlanta Hawks
Baylor.
said
Frazier,"
in baseball's best interests, points in a game, who notices
96-87, the Los Angeles Lakers
Mr.
was
Maravich
and a list of names of all defense? Elgin Baylor did.
nipped the Philadelphia 76ers
"Not only
did Pete Everything for New Orleans
people with whom Kuhn has
the Houston Rockets
19i-102,
.outside,
night—inside,
-Friday:
spoken with regard to the sale. Maravich score all those
all around the court—as the outscored the Portland Trail
Jazz defeated the New York Blazers 123-106 and the Boston
Celtics turned back the Seattle
Knicks 124107.
"Pete did everything SuperSonics 102-92.
_ _
Nuggets 130,..Klags.
possible and I'm proud as can
Dan Issel, who scored 21
be of him," said Baylor, the
New Orleans coach. "What points in the first quarter,
more can I say after a per- connected on two free throws
with four seconds left to give
formance like that?"
mountainous Denver a close victory over
Maravich's
total was the seventh highest Kansas City. Issel led all
scorers with 40 points.
in NBA history.
Bulls 96, Hawks 87
Scott May poured in 22
In other NBA action, the
Denver Nuggets defeated the points and Artis Gilmore and
Kansas City Kings 130-128, the Wilbur Holland each added 18,
Warriors leading a fourth-quarter drive
State
Golden
trimmed the Buffalo Braves that enabled Chicago to hold
104-97, the Detroit It'istbns off Atlanta.
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Jazz Down Knicks 124-107
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PRESEASON SPECIAL
SAVE OVER $1,000
ON YOUR OWN PRIVATE

several times during the late
going.
Murray High trailed by 10 at
Advance scheduling and volume purhalftime, 27-17, but had cut the
chasing save us money. We will pass this
margin to three at the end of
savings on to YOU if you contact us now.
three quarters, 30-27.
The Tigers outscored their
guests 10-3 during the period,
with all five of the team
Route 1
Eddssille, k.
getting in on the scoring acFROM THE OUTSIDE—Donna Miller of the Tigers fires up a
(all 188-966' Collect To Arrange For
tion.
jumper from the outside. Moving into rebound position is
Your Free Estimate
The stronger Pilot girls
An', Shape
Denise Bumphis (5) of Murray. The Tiger girls were upset 47team proved too much in the
Stainless Steel
Fiberglass
As7liSnizeer
n
41 by Fulton County.
final quarter, however, and
(Stott Photos by David Rill)
pulled away to widen the gap
to six at the end of the game.
The Tiger girls staYed close
during the first quarter,
trailing only 12-10 at the end of
the period, after ! tying the
score at 10 with ,pnly seconds
remaining.
Seven points by Sledge in
the third quarter paced the
Pilot attack, as they stretched
—
-Omit 'lead to1ft The difference in the outThe water heater accounts for about 15 per cent of your total eleccome of the game was at the
tric bill. To help you lower the cost of heating water, we offer the
free throw line, as. the Pilots
following suggeslipns.
sank 13 of their 27 free shots,
while Murray hit only three of
1. When you build or remodel, place the water heater nearest the point of greatest
.11 from the gratis stripe.
hot IA ate'r use. In some cases, two smaller water heaters in separate locations would
Sharp took high-scoring
be best.
honors for the Pilots, with 15
2. Insulate the pipes to prevent heat loss.
Points to pace the visiting
3. Set the thermostat at about 150 degrees.
!
teani. Sledge and Thomas had
4. Stop leaky faucets. Usually, a new washer does it. Even the slowest hot water
11 apiece to round out the
for
money
water
the
leak will eventually add up, costing
and for the electricity to
double figures.
make it hot.
Denise Bumphis had 14 to
5. Take showers instead of baths. An average shower requires half the water of a
lead the Tiger ladies. The only
bath.
other member of the team to
6. Whether washing one spoon or a full service for eight, the dishwasher uses about
reach doubie figures was
the same amount of water and eleetricity. Wash only a full load and you'll Save elec
Tammy-Boone with 11 points.
tricity and hot water:
The loss drops the Tiger
7. Wash full loads of clothes and use water no hotter than necessary for a satisfacgirls record to 11 and 5 for the
tory wash
season-. -They-will play in the
District next Friday night
Murray High 141 ! Boone
11, Bumphis 14, Littleton 4,
Washer 4. Miller 4, Simmons
2, and Farrell 2.
753-5312
rulton County (47)—Darnell
2, Sledge 11, Sharp 15, Bridges
2, Marney 6, Thomas 11

SWIMMING POOL

PROGRESSIVE POOLS

Water
Heater

Murray Electric System

Iets
ills
kits
ers
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Lakers Gra13 164h
Win, Rip F alcons
By MIKE BRANDON
"His shooting was just
Ledger & Times Sports Editor outstanding in the first half.
Ever been awakened in the He's capable of playing like
night by the sound of a drip- that all the time. This is really
ping faucet?
a good confidence-builder for
Just when you think you him," Slone added.
have the problem solved, it
It was a 10-10 deadlock with
starts dripping again and just under three minutes left
"There's nothing in the world in the opening period when the
that's more frustrating, unless "dripping faucet" turned into
you happen to be a basketball a flood.
coach, that is.
Junior Randy McCallon hit
The "dripping faucet" was a from 15 feet to snap the tie
vicious fullcourt press em- then Olive swished one from 20
ployed by Calloway County feet. After a Hickman County
Friday night in a 75-49 win at turnover on the press, Futrell
Hickman County. And just scored from 20 feet out.
when things began looking a
Two consecutive steals and
iltde brighter -Tor -the-error- baskets by Mike Wells and
proned Falcons of Coach.Dale Futrell made it a 20-10 Laker
Ray, the faucet began drip- lead before the Falcons hit the
ping again.
final two points of the quarter.
"The press was definitely
Early in the second period,
the difference in the game," Hickman County, began
Ray said.
working a bit better against
"For a couple of times, we the press. With just over five
thought we had it solved. minutes left in the half, the
When we reversed the ball and Lakers led 25-18. Futrell and
didn't try to make lob passes, Olive both hit 15-footers then
we were doing all right.
Futrell came up with two
"But we had some players Consecutive steals to score
who thought they were Goose and suddenly; Calloway led 33Tatum out there and as a 18.
result, the press destroyed - At halftime, Calloway led
35-22.
us," Ray added.
One of the big reasons for
Callowdy may have played
its best all-around game of the the Laker lead was the ability
season. The Lakers, who to control the tempo of the
committed only 12 turnovers game against the usually
in the game, forced Hickman - deliberate Hickman County
club.,
County-into 32 floor errors.
Another factor was that 5-9
In addition, the Lakers were
hitting from all over the court. guard David Dixon scored
Senior guard Tommy Futrell only four points in the first
owned the basket from the 15- half. In two previous, close
20 foot range while junior wins at Calloway County,
guard Glen Dale Olive had his Dixon had been the leading
scorer for the Falcons.
best game of the season.
Dixon still managed to
Olive, who had eight big
points in the important first finish with 18 points but most
quarter, finished with 16 on of those came when the game
the evening. And besides was already out of reach.
Calloway scored the first
being hot from the outside, he
grabbed down nine rebounds five points of the third period
to pace the Lakers in that to increase the lead to 40-22
an everyone in the gym knew
department.
"I'd say it was his best all- it was all over by then.
The rest of the game was
around game of the season,"
Laker coach Robert Slone said simply a dressed rehearsal for
the Lakers, who left the press
effort.

21
ter,

on for almost the entire game. "Berry would have helped
The final 26-point margin us against the press," Ray
was the largest of the game. said after the game.
But it's doubtful whether
Calloway tilt lust over 50 per
cent in the game, hitting on 31 one finger plugging the hole in
the dike would have made that
of 59 from the floor.
Futrell, in an unbelievable much difference.
The Lakers will play
display of outside shooting
skill, fired in 24 points to pace Marshall County in the Fourth
,the Lakers while Olive's 16 District Tournament Thurwas next in line. Mike Wells sday in the MSU Sports Arena.
scored 11 while Randy Mc- Hickman County goes on the
road -Tonight to face Fulton
Callon added 10.
Another bright spot was the City in a game that will decide
play of junior forward Jimmy the pairings for the First
Lamb, who has been battling District Tournament.
the flu for the past two weeks.
Cadleevy
Lamb scored nine points in
one of- his best--4fftrts Since
3 3
9
Lamb
Christmas.
7 2 2 15
Otise
"We really wanted to rely on Was
5
1
3 11
4 2 21
10
our-defense a lot," Slone said. Futrell
cCallon
4 2 1 10
"If we can keep the press on
1 1 0 3
Q_Q 1 0
•
soonertor tater they _Darnell
Rogers
1 0 0 2
will.get tired. We never think
31 13 13 75
Total
about ourselves getting tired.
Mickaola Cseefs
"They looked tired in'the
fg ft pf
first half to me. I'could tell by Pruitt
2 0.1 4
looking at their faces that they Dixon
6 6 3 111
'
1 0 2 2
were really hurting," Slone Rhodes
Workman
6 1 5 13
said.
3 0 1 6
Johnson
2 2 4 6
The win boosts the takers to DeWeese
Crume
0 0 1 0
16-13 and assures Slone of a
Totals
20 9 17 49
winning season in his first
Calloway
20 15 19 21-75
year as head coach at
Hickman
12 10 12 15-49
Calloway County.
"We won't be satisfied with FE
that," Slone smiled.
Hickman County, which
played without the services of
forward Estward_Dellerry_anth_
guard Jim Berry, falls to 9-14
on the year.
GOLF
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
—. Jack Nicklaus took a
commanding four stroke lead
at the Inverrary Golf and
Country Club course with a
six-underpar 66 after two
rounds of the $250,000 Jackie
Gleason-Inverrary Classic.
SARASOTA, Fla. — Judy
Rankin fought off a bout with
the flu Friday and shot a
career record nine-under-par
63 to take the first-round lead
in the 6100,000 Bent Tree
Ladies Classic.

22
and
I 18,
•Ive
old

State Cage Scores
• The Associated Press
Fridays Boys flues
Murray 78 Fulton Co 70
Marshall Co 66 Trigg Co 53
Livingston C 91 Providence 69
Lou Butler 57 Eastern 55
Lou Doss 76 Lou Moore 65
Lou Durrett 92 Southern.87
Lou Iroquois 77 Manual 71
Pleasure Ridge 70 St Xavier 51

Lou Seneca 79 Westport67,
Apollo 94 Butler Co 75 Caverna 71 Metcalfe Co 60
Cawood 77 Leslie Co 76
Cordia 68 Jenkins 59
Garrard Co 74 Pulaski Co 67
Grayson Co 79 Meade Co 75
Madison C72 Bourbon Co62
Warren C 86 Ft Knox 57
McLean Co 73 Bremen 63
-Greenville 76 Central City 60
Marshall Co 66 Trigg Co 53
Hart Co 78 Adair Co 69
Edinonson Co 66 Tompkinsville 54
Warren E 82 Ohio Co 57
Monticello 77 Nancy 76
Calloway Co 75 Hickman Co,49
Lone Oak 86 Carlisle Co 74
Heath 73 Fulton 59
Lowes 91 Reidland 46
Mayfield 75 Christian (7o 70
Pad Tilghman 74 Hopkinsville
64
Wayne Co 82 Lincoln Co 73
Lou Waggener 68 Tho Jeff 61
Ashland Holy Earn 64
Raceland 56
*BoyItCo 72 Russell Co 67 ot
Berea 67 Jackson Co 62
Campbell Co 104 Ludlow 80
Fleming-Neon 67 Elkhorn City
55

PRESSURE DEFENSE —Glen Olive (33) of the takers, puts
some pressure defense on Roger Rhodes (15) of Hickman
County. Olive hod 16 points for the Laker:.

Central Shopping Center
Hours 9-9
Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Prices Good
Sunday &
Monday Only

DWS

;lye
iver
all

SAME TEAM—Ricky Garland (53) and Gene Dale Lockhart(43) of the takers battle for a rebetind in the closing minutes -Friday
os Calloway won its 16th game of the season.
(Staff Photos by Mike tresukim)

_
DEADEYE —Tommy Futrell(23) of the Laker: pumps in two of
his,game-high 24 points. Futrell had an outstanding all-around
gate as he played super defense and hit just about everything
he shot from the long range.
(Staff Photos by Mk* Inindem)

Chocolate
Covered

Large Selection of

CHERRIES
Reg 99'

One Group

Trees & Shrubs

Ladies

Have Just Arrived
For You Early Bird
Spring Planters

Fall & Winter

2

$10
0

PolyesterKnits

for

IRONING
BOARD

Values up to $8.99

A complete ten gallon
Reg $8.47

Ladies

Aquarium
Starter Set $700 $100

Pre-Washed

Denim
Jeans

$500

Reg $12.88

Reg. $11.99

SAVE
$3.99

I yd

Exxon

Gulfpride
Exxon
ROSE'S ADVERTISING A
MERCHANDISE POLICY

Trop-Artic
Shell

$- 80°

The potty of Rase e le to have every
advert-owl Rem *, MC* It for some
evoslebie reason the ad *whaled swA

Oil

chordate a sof n $tock. Rose. se
SAWA •"1/1 dseclo 0/1
Asel
be used to purchase the fner,henef
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evellabbe

oharsltse

Trop-Artic
Ladies'
Polyester

SLACKS
$588
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42.
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WM* orfu,ev1 por.s
orlerAto
,
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qt.

Reg. 60' Gt.

Clorox
Bleach

Bed Pillows

Reg.88e gal

•:;;;1.6(;
4-

Reg. $8.88

SAVE

66
$100
Gallons
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IA
2. Notice

I. legal Notice

COMMONWEALTN OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU Of HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,
at its office, Frankfort, Kentucky until
10:00 a.m. Eastern
Standard Time on
the 17 day of MARCH, 1977, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the im,
provement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY,SP 18-4588: The
Murray-Calloway
County Park Road
from Arcadia Court
extending northerly
through Park, a
distance of 0.833
Bituminous
- mile.
Concrete Surface.
The Bureau of
hereby
Highways
notifies all bidders
that it will affirmatively insure
that in any contract
entered into pursuant to this advertisement, minority business enterprises will be afopfull
forded
portunity to submit
bids in response in_
this invitation, and
not
be
will
discriminated against on the ground of
or
color
race,
national origin in
consideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for
all projects will be
available until 9:00
EASTERN
A.M.
STANDARD TIME,
THURSDAY,MARCH 17, 1977, at the
Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid
Proposals for all
projects will be
available at a cost of
emit$2 each
tance payable to
State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompany request for
proposals. (NON
REFUNDABLE)
BID
PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals for all projects will
be available to all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

M
2. Notice

Check
Your
Ad •

2. Notice

KAY
MARY
FOR
Cosmetics call Sonya
yell, 753-4505.

BROTHERS FOREIGN
AUTO SERVICE invites
you. to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,
or Audi in for prompt
and courteous service.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521.

',.-

Advertisers
are
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
correction
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
iMMEDtA
iv SO PLEASE chlEtrk
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMo
Y IN CASE OF AN

WOULD LIKE TO start
car pool with person
going to Mayfield at 7
a.m. Monday through
Saturday. Call 753-8950.

CO'LOR PORTRAITS, FOR
One
SALE:
bring us yours for extra
miscellaneous disc
copies. Made from any
jockey? Please don't
size into any size.
take too seriously what
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
Jay Diamond, WKYQ
x 10 $2.40. Fast service,
personality,
morning
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
says on the radio during
753-0035. Free parking
his show 5 a.m.-10 a.m.
lot, use our rear enUnfortunately, Jay
trance.
sometimes gets carried
ireitay anctlays-things he
"GRAPEFRUIT PILL"
shouldn't. The fact that
with Diadax plan,more
the country music
convenient
than
association in Nashville
grapefruits
Eat
last year voted him
satisfying meals and
America's leading
lose weight. At your
country disc jockey is no
drugstore.
reason for him to think
he can expound on
anything, but he does
We will be closed Feb.
anyway. Two good
al for Style Show.
features about his show
are Howard Cosell at
Re-opening
7:25 a.m. and Paul
March 1
Harvey at 7:30 a.m.
WKYQ_-FM93. The
Will Be
station Murray has been
waiting for (except
Jay
not
maybe
Chased Wednesday 8.
Diamond, but you have
Saturday Afternoon
to take the bad with the
good).

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-19 18.
Sports
Retail Display -advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Cfcrssiffed, -Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

Ezell
Beauty
School

If You
Need Them:
Fire ..
• Police .
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency .
HOMO! Society

EX) YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's insptred
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan fOr you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332

306 No. 4th

3. Card Of Thanks

753.4723

NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 5024364806,
- -

753-5131

153-3994
Comprehenive
fare . . . .1514622
Poison Control
753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Needline ....753-NEED
Learn To Read . 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

SPECIAL
New Shipment woven
houseplant baskets
all shapes, all sizes

15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' camper-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 7534015 or 7534300.

.79 to $9.95
STARKS UWE
12th S. Poplar
Our 30th Year.

LARRY, CATHY and
Terra Wilson wish to
thank each and every
person fez- the prayers,
kindnesses and gifts in
our time of need.
4. In Memory
IN LOVING MEMORY of
Rufus
Effie Bean
_ _ and
_
who passed about 10
years ago today and one
year ago today. Well I
had a Grandma sweet as
spice, but February
27th, it didn't turn out
nice. It's been a year
ago since that day, when
my Grandma passed
away. When she was
living, we thought of her
dear, and we accepted
her death without any
fear. Ten years ago to
the day, my beloved
Grandad passed away. I
was to you to even know,
but they still thought he
was sweet as gold. Love
Great Grandson, Jamie
Lee Thorn.

Introducing The New
1977 Kirby Classic III

Cleaning System

.404••ft..

INV

)

%Nsmined

Hand
Portable
Canister

A$40
Value-

Kirby
.Upright

Kirby
Hose
Attachments

All
In
One
Vacuum

Nandi-Waxer
Unit

Kirby-the Very
Best For Only A Little More - We've
Been Cleaning for TO Years

Kirby Sales
500 Maple - 153-0359

THE 'oeili;

74Es ,F•
AN4TH,,'s
AR

LOST BROWN leather
billfold around MSU
Fieldhouse on Friday
night the lfith. Please
call Tammy Boone, 7535836.

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes- in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

10 Bunss Opportun:t

ELECTRIC STOVE, 1%
years old, excellent
shape. Harvest Gold,
$150. Call 489-2778 after
5:30 p.m.

14. Want To Buy

•

INTERVIEWERS
wanted for part time
telephone survey work,
not a selling job. Give
phone number, must
have a private line. Mail
including
letter
education, work experiencei,and names of
references too. Arbitron
Field Operations, 4320
Road,
Ammendale
Bertsville, Maryland.
20705. An affirmative
action employer M-F.
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARET1ME! Unbelievably, excitingly
selfSend
easy!
addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
RELIABLE
WANT
woman
for
housekeeping and being
partially responsible for
care of 5 year -old and
infant. 2-3 days per
week. References
required. Call 753-8760.

COINS AMERICAN ana
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
GOOD USED swing set,
also air conditioner,
8,000 BTU or higher.
Call 474-2757.
WILL BUY Standing
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thousand
b.f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will
also buy logs. Call (502)
753-2359, call collect.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
15 Articles For Sale
FREE!
WHOLESALE
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'
'Collections! Bargains
galore!
Box
1824,
Celveland„ Ohio 44106.

BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shamparser.
BIg-K, Bel Aire NEED FOUR people,
Shopping Center._
men or women for sales
and service. $175 per
week plus commission, FOR SAE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50
plus fringe benefits. Call
rick delivered. Call 437753-0359.
4731 or 437-4346.

LADIES - Would you like
a private home fashion
showing and receive
free fashions or a part
time job with high
earnings? Call 1-2478935, 1-623-8885 or 901885-9150.
H.O.D.A. HOUSE of
Decorative Accessories
Wanted - women looking
for
and
exciting
rewarding career in the
decorating field. No
experience necessary.
We train high school
graduates. Part time or
full time. For more
information write Sylvia
Hulen, Manager, 715
Drive,
Oakcrest
Paducah, Ky. 42001.

WANTED
Co.
International
seeks salespeople.
Exceptional opportunity, guaranteed income to start. 2V2
weeks training, expaid,
penses
hospitalization, pension
plan.
TO
QUALIFY: must be
21 years or older,
have car, bondable,
for
sportsminded.
call
appointment
Monday or Tuesday
Mr. Morris 443-8751
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Equal .opportunity
employer.

16. Home Furnishings
KIRKSEY USED furniture. Buy and sells.
Call 489-2752.

BUSINESS FOR SALE.
The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland
Shopping
Center is a real opportunity to sell name
brand junior clothes and
jeans.
Apply
to
manages.
Located
behind BuckinghamRays. Fixtures and
merchandise. Lease
_

6 Help Wanted

31E

BABYSITT'ER wanted in
or around Hazel, Ky.
Call 4924849.

MARKET.
GROCERY
Building and six room
brick home on Y2 acre of
ground. In Southeast
MO town. Real buy.
Terms. Contact Byerfinder, Sikeston MO.

EASY MAILING work
from
- your home.
- ....._ . Earn
from $754200 weekly.
For information send
stamped self addressed
envelope tep Edwards
ublication Co. 391 East
49th Street, Bronx,
.Y. 10455.

\ E

6 Help Wanted

LOST TWO year old ulack
Doberman Pinscher off
Highway 732. Chain
choke collar Answers to
Max. Call 436-5414.
Reward.

Sell beautiful products - you'll find you
never looked so good.
experience
No
necessary. Call 7535750 or write Glenda
Duke, Box 3247,
Paducah,Ky.42001.

Dvo to Om tromondous
rowans, WI ore continuing
tieis offer
Mrs*,Mooch S

•
AT THE E.-:',NNi4Nr:-;

5 Lost And Found

AVON

Mike Hutchens,
Owner, Distributor
509 Maple

Spray Gun,
Suds-O-Gun
Cap

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
7534333.

for
HOUSEKEEPER
resort. Call 436-5376.

For Home or
Freelusiness
with the
purchase
of every
upright

3E

TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
HIGH AND LOW Band
FM Tuner with antenna
and pole. Also 1 CB
antenna. Priced to sell.
Call 474-2757.
WHITES COINMASTER
5
Supreme
metal
detector. $210. Also
exclusive dealer in West
Ky. and Tenn. for new
Nautilus Super detectors. Call Bob Mills, 4362415.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
10 SPEED boy's bike.$45.
Old walnut radio-player
cabinet, $5. Tarpaulin
for 15-17 ft. boat, $30.
Good year Custom
power cushion polyglas
belted D78-I4 tire, $10.
Call 753-4769.
FABRIC SALE at 504
South 8th Extended.
Closeout on all fabric,
famous name knits,
- nylons-and - cottons-.
Notions half price.
CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING, sizes 6-8 to
young miss size. Phone
753-7293 after 3 p.m. or
anytime Saturday.
REFRIGERATOR, 30"
and 39" electric stove,
30" and 36" gas stove,
large and small gas
heater, 17' freezer, 15"
radial tires, ceramic
tile, small wood barrel,
milk can, tire chain,
hearing aid, hip boot,
stereo, radio, bell rack,
electric motor, kitchen
sink, camper mirror,
wheel barrow. Call 7534661.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, at" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.96. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

COUCH,CHAIR,and love
seat. Two end tables and
coffee table. $150. 23"
color console, $125.
Stereo, $100. All in good
condition. Call 437-4155.
G. E. REFRIGERATOR,
64" high, 30" wide and
25" deep. Two years old.
Call 4924417.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 75S-6760
day or night.
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Fret
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359. Mike Hutchens.
19. Farm Equipment
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fe,nce
Supply Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers,
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
PEOPLE GIVE YOU
CASH, when you use Joe
Bailey and Linda Dill's
Flea Market to sell
... tables
Items for
rented. If
are now be
e Id, precious,
you
antiques, relics, etc
items, call 615-232-6566.
The FLEA MARKET is
located 3 miles west of
Dover, Tenn. ol highway 79 across from
Uncle Joe's Discount
Store. Hundreds of
items now turning into
thousands. The INDOOR Flea Market
open six days a week
and Sunday afternoons.
135 TRACTOR, looks like
new. Kenmore sewing
machine, and cabinet
atall the
with
tachments. Wheaton
light with hard hat, coon
hunters special. Call 7536040.

NOTHING BETTER
than Adams hard sur*faced plow points. Also
regular points, chisel
points, cultivator shovel
and sweeps. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
1962 WHITE ROAD
tractor, 220 Cummings
engine, 10 speed road
ranger
transmission,
new paint. $3500 or best
offer. Call 436-5353.
D4 DOZER, good engine,
good
under-carriage.
Looks good. $3500 or
best offer. Call 436-5353.
660 CASE COMBINE,
corn header, four 14"
Pittsburgh plow. Gueber
electric seeder. Call 4892180.
TWO 2" Water pumps.
Call after 1 p.m. 7538552.
CONTACT WEST KY
Handling
Grain
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven .per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
20. Sports Equipment
17' RUNABOUT. 75 h.p.
Evinrude. Tilt trailer.
Call 753-0278.
LOWRANCE LFP 300
Fish LO-K-TOR, manual
and transducer mount.
The Famous Green Box.
Like-new. Call 753-6148
after 3:30 p.m.
lt, H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Cali 753-8127.
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
skis and all gear. $1100.
Call 753-2218 after 6 p.
m. '
22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clgrk. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED apartment,
1 block from campus.
$85.00 per month. Call
753-8333.
THREE ROOMS with
private bath. Water,
stove and refrigerator
furnished. 213 Elm. Call
436-2610 or 898-3216.
TWO BEDROOM, all
- electric, air condition.
Private brick duplex.
$90 per month. Call 4892595.
TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.
33 Rooms For Rent

ROOMS FOR RENT in
JEEP CAB, desk, and
the country. Call 436wardrobe
cabinet,
2510.
Police Scanner-Radio.34. Houses For Rent
Call 7534508.

YE OLDE Horsetradin'
Post and
Auction.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
General merchandise
grain dryer, a new steel
wholesale and retail.
building, grain cleaner
Used furniture, and
or new spray equipment
appliances,
antiques,
for
spring.
throw rugs, throw
AgriProducts has them. Call
pillows. Consignments
753-2958.
taken. Flea market
space available. We
7000 FORD TRACTOR,' buy, sell or horsetrade,
one year old, 375 hours. .607 South 4th. Call 7539647.
Sharp. Call 435-4520.
SPECIALS. HEAVY duty- :ruck tool boxes, $09:95-.
Standard boxes, $79.95.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.

27 Mob,le Home Sales
1969 ALL ELECTRIC'
Hillcrest mobile home.
12 x ft0. Two bedroorpn
front kitchen, carpeted'
throughout, partially
furnished, underpinning. 200 amp
Two
pole.
utility
wrought iron porches.
Call 1-382-2405.

26 TV Radio
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
Antennas, trunk or roof
top mount only $9.95.
Tennessee Liquidation
Warehouse Store, Court
Square, Paris, Tenn.
You save more at our
liquidation store.
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and saye. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba,'Ky. 382-2426.
27 Mobile Home Sales

NEWLY DECORATED 2
bedroom house, located
on a lake front lot in
Pine Bluff Shores. No
children
or
pets.
References
required.
$135 month. Call 7538355.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick near University
newly decorated and
carpeted. No pets. $200.
Call 753-3642.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. Nei pets. Good
references. Call 7537449.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
38 Pets

Supplies

AKC OLD ENGLISH
Sheepdog. Two month
old female. Wormed.
Championship blood
line. $175. Call 753-6299.

1973 TOWNHOUSE, 12
x 72, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
AKC REGISTERED
living room, den with
Boxer puppies. One
bar, all electric, fully
male and one female.
, carpeted. Call 436-5455. ' Call 753-0957.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
set up. Furnished, with
air and underpinned.
$2500. Call 753-3847.

BEAUTIFUL red male
Cocker. AKC registered.
Seven months old. Call
J53-8864.

12 x 60 REGENT
MOBILE HOME. All
name brand furnishings.
New carpet, carport
with utility room, service and underpinning.
Call for appointment, R.
C. Clark, Benton, 5271208.-

41. Public Sales

1971 TORONADO 12 x 52,
2 bedroom, partially
furnished. $3500. Call
753-0626.
1972 HALLMARK double
wide. Riviera Trailer
Courts. Will consider
trade or help on
financi*g. Call 753-3672.
1966
KENTUCKIAN
mobile home 10 x 56, 3
bedroom furnished. Call
753-5287.
1974 NEW MOON mobile
home, 12 x 70, all
electric, 14
. bath. Call
7534548 after 5 p.m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. .28% x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6p. m.901-2475457, Puryear,, Tenn.

YARD SALE at 905 N.
16th, 'Friday
and
Saturday, 8-? TV., and
miscellaneous
items. _

ei
43. Real Estate
LOOK FORWARD to
warm weather and
spending the summer in
your own pool. You will
have plenty of room with
4 bedrooms, living ro45iii*
and dining area and 2
baths. This L-shaped
home- is in an excellent
neighborhood... We have
clients wanting investment property ...
or
rental
houses
duplexes.... Let us be of
service to you. Loretta
Jobs Realtors is fast
becoming a'houseSOLD
word. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, phone 7531492.
1003
SOUTH
16th
STREET -3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with carport,
central gas heat, central
electric air, wall to wall
carpeting, patio with
gas grill. Very desirable
location. Owner anxious
to sell. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th
Boyd Majors Real
Estate.

1
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EXTREMELY, efficient,
attractive large house
with apartment; near
schools; appraised
$55,000. Owner leaving
town. Will consider best
offer before March 7.
Call 753-9710 after 3 p.m.

26, 1977

OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 7531961.

WANTED
- Small
acreage with or without
house.
Preferably
Southeast.
WANTED
- Small
acreage _ ideal for pony.
WANTED - 2 or 3
bedroom house with additional living quarters
that can be used as income property.
WANTED
3
bedrooms with large
utility or other storage
area in house-priced under 30.
WANTED
3
bedrooms located in city
or county-priced in mid
20's,
WANTED
3
(warns, 2 baths,443 to
- Tears Die -Win
fireplace, formal living
room not required_under 40.
WANTED - Duplex or
house with one or more
apartments.
Want to sell? We have
buyers. We have had
requests for the above
properties. It you,have a
home or acreage that we
can help you sell, call
753-1492 Loretta Jobs
Realtors is
quickly
becoming a houseS91.13
word.

Woodmen Buildik,,
Office 753-1492
Residence 753-6079

BARGAIN PRICED on a
good home on a quiet
residential street. Home
is well constructed and
insulated. 2 bedrooms,
bath, living room and
kitchen. Also outside
storage building. Priced
at only $12,750.00. Don't
delay. Call us today on
this excellent buy. Call
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
to
nd
in
ill
ith
2
ed
ent
ve
in-

COLEMAN RV AIR
conditioner sale. While
they last, Mach I - $367.
Mach II -$403.19lach III $426. This price includes
taxes and installation.
Open 6 days a week and
Sunday
afternoon.
Murphy's -Camper
Sales, Highway 62 E.
Dawson Rd., Princeton,Ky. 502-365-5092.

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.

NICE
OLDER
two
bedroom frame home in
LOTS- LOTS- LOTScentral part of town.
We still have sesreral
Has been recently
desirable lots left in
_redecorated inside and
Westwood Subdivision.•
painted on the outside.
Paving, city water and
Ideal for a retired
sewer included in price
couple or young couple 1973 YAMAHA 750, good
condition. New engine,
of lots. Prices start at
just
starting
new pipes, new front
$3,300. Some wooded lots
housekeeping.
Priced
tire. Call 436-2672 ask for
still available. Owner
under $10,000.00. John C.
Roger.
will
finance
• Neubauer, Realtor, 505
with
minimum
down_ Main Street, Phone 753payment. Guy Spann
0101 or 753-5921.
1975 ELECTRIC. miniRealty, 901 Sycamore,
bike. Ride all day for
753-7724.
pennies. Charge
THREE
BEDROOM
overnight. Ideal for
brick in Sherwood
commuting to town or to
Forest has 2 lovely. classes. Priced to sell.
baths, dining room with
Call 753-6564.
beautiful chandelier,
family
room
with ,1975 HONDA
CB-550.
fireplace, wall to wall
Excellent condition.
carpet in all rooms, • Only
1500 miles; Call
built-in kitchen with one
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
wall brick. Central heat
and " air, attached
garage, large utility YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
room which could be
Honda 550 four with
used as study. Priced in
windjammer. Call 75330's. Kopperud Realty,
2226.
753-1222.

1963 FOR.
straight 1. t . 54,000.
miler
,
t1
real good
true
.00. Phone
354-6217. ,

LOT FOR SALE in
Gatesborough. Call 7538448.

13ACRE FARM for sale.
Four miles South on 121.
Three bedroom stucco
house, stock barn, hog
-under - -hog
fence. Call 753-0978 if
interested.

BUY DIRECT from
owner aild save. Circarama
ubdivision,
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living-dining
room,
large paneled den with
fireplace, double
garage, equipped kitchen, drapes, Pella
windows, and doors,
large private patio,
entrance garden on
large landscaped lot.
Fully carpeted, large
closets throughout,
central gas heat and air
-conditioning, beautiful
condition. For appointment call 753-1206,
Downing. ,
TWO ACRE LOT with 4
room house plus a 1967
12 x 64, two bedroom
trailer. Call 492-8746.
THREE BEDROOM, 11-2
bath, brick home. 1312
Kirkwood Dr. Call 7537504.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will
accept offers. Call 7530154.

With The Professional
Real Estate Agency-- Over 2 Million
Dollars In Sales In 1976

Manager Needed
Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid Insurance
Apply In Person Only To

1969 FIREBIRD 400
Automatic with AM-FM
stereo, factory wheels.
Car is a little rough will
sell for $550.00. Phone
354-6217.
1976 GMC 3,4 ton. Heavy
Duty springs and tires.
Must sell. Best offer.
Call 753-4716.

1974 C-35 Renegade jeep
for sale. In good condition. Call after 5, 7538674.
1963
PLYMOUTH
VALIANT. Six cylinder,
25 mpg. Very good
condition. $275. Call 7530329.
1976
CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, cruise
control, red with white
vinyl top. Price $4450.
Call 753-4445.
1976 FORD 150, 4 wheel
drive, red with power
steering and brakes.'
Call 492-8269 after 6 p.m.
1973 BUICK ELECT.RA,
radial tires, AM-FM
stereo, _cruise control.
$2650. Call 753-4445.
1967 PLYMOUTH Fury.
door, air condition,
power steering. Call 4892307.

CLASSIC
AND
COLLECTOR CARS.
1957 Cadillac El Dorado
Brougham, One of 400
built, $3500. 1961 4 door
Lincoln convertible,
restored, $3500. 1956
Thunderbird, restored,
$7,000. 1968 Pontiac
Convejtible, $800. 1964
Mercury station wagon,
12,000 miles, like new,
$700. 1956 Corvette
Roadster, both tops, like
new,4 speed, $6,700. 1960
Cadillac, 4 door, 54,000
miles, all original, $1500.
All prices firm. No
phone calls. See Bob
Cook,--at Hazel,--Ky.-1974 VOLKSWAGEN
Dasher,
automatic,
radial tires, excellent
gas mileage. Phone 7535447 after 5 p.m.
1952 PANEL TRUCK.
Good motor. Good tires.
Call 753-7777 after 4:,00.
1972 BUICK SYKLARK,
low mileage, sharp. Call
4894462..
1966 RAMBLER. -Runs
like new. Must sell. Call
767-2357.
1975 CORVETTE. Call
after 5, 753-5006 or 7537408.
1968 OLDSMOBILE, all
power, excelle4 condition. $600. Call 7538649. Call anytime. '
1975
CHEVROLET
Custom 10 pickup. Long
wheel base. Power
steering and power
brakes. Sharp. 44,000
miles. Call 474-2257.
1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.
1968 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille. All power,
temperature control.
Everything works good
and has good. tires.
$950.00. Phone 354-6217.

1969 PONTIAC Ventura, 4
door, air, all power.
52,000 actual P.miles.
Excellent look and
condition. $700. Call 7530891.

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
FENCE_ SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimares for your
needs.

FOR VoUR SEPTIC
TANK and packhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
1974 CHEVROI.ET 4
436-2586.
wheel drive. 1967 Ford
pickup truck. Call 753DRIVEWAYS _WHITE
3047.
.
iocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
1957 FORD PICKUP with
Garrison 753-5429 after
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
p. m.
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595
1974 DATSUN B-210
Hatchxack, Call 753-7480
after 6 p.m.
1974 MAVERICK V-8,
power, air conditioned.
Low mileage. Excellent
condition. $2400. Call
753-4769.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning Call 753-

1913 BUICK- - SABRE -- -7-2E13Custom. One owner,
local car. 43,550 actual CARPET LAID at $1.25
miles. AM-FM stereo.
per yard. Expert workTilt wheel. Excellent
manship. Guaranteed, 6
condition. $2550. Call
months. Call Ray 436753-0609.
2124 or Bob 436-2415.
1969 DATSUN, 4 door, 4
speed. $575. Call 4892595.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN
Beetle.
AM -FM
cassette. Low mileage.
Excellent condition.
$1050. Call 753-8216 after
5 p.m.
TOPPER FOR. LONG
Wheel- -hese Chevrolet
pickup. Call. 753-2521.
1972 K-5 BLAZER 4 wheel
drive. $2900. Call 4892570.

TILE - TILE • TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes
autos- stores. M and G.Compl-ete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeratiod, heating.
Call 474-8841.
COLSON
ELECTRIC
AND Plumbing. Clent
Colson, licensed elec.

FAIN'S
ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup,
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or,
753-9490
-

1973
CHEVROLET
pickup, 32,000 miles, V-8
automatt, . power
steering, piv,er brakes
See at 70o South 4th
Street.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 436/.306.

4v.
AN 7
AEZE

'
,E1 E.:7"
N

16' TRAILER. camper.
Sleeps six. all 753-4904.

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

11400i141 fir your first bone • cher-min 4 row SO4.0 04• SO
75 1,5 within thro city. Only 1.14,900.
Different and ornate • s 3 tiodrown how' with • 3C
shop. Tao.,.,, too it WWI pricod in the inid 201

40 *Inside

Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agrcy, inc
2025. 411

Piton* 753-3663

TROUBLE
those small
plumbing jobs done'
Then call 753-6614.

getting

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
ELECTRICAL) REPAIR
, of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676. ,

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to,
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

NEED •- TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work er. light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents ,per sq.
ft and we will lean the
hallway free,_limft 4 x
113. - A.10' x 10' row
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 75341359.
--- • Jerry *keen
Bookkeeping arid °
Tat Service
Office at Farmers
Grain and Seed Co.,
Railroad
Avenue,
Murray.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
GUTTERING
Bs
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates:

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or
exterior, by the hour or
job. Free estimate.
Phone 753-8343.

FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet
and loving. Call 753-3535
after 5:00.

The Ultimate in
Bathroom Decor
Now you can have a bathrcom that is
not only beautiful, but durable and
practical as well.
See it at...

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efticient service. NO job
WILL TEAR DOWN old
too small. Call Ernest
barns for barn lumber.
White,-753-0605,- Call 753-5050,

1971 DATSUN.
speed, good
Call 436-2427

with 5 odditisivoi acres. Ras Wilk stomp' snit rcod for ash
$32,000.

HAVING

Own- itnti---Itrensed

master plumber. Almo.
Ky. 753-8549.

1975 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive Short wheel
base, power steering
and brakes Black with
maroon interior. Call
489-2737 after 5 p.m.

1969 FORD TORINO GT,
351 clev, 4 speed,
Crager. Good condition.
1974 FIREBIRD, gold,
Call 489-2416.
custom striped, AM-FM
Located 4 miles1973 FORD MAVERICK
tape. Rocket wheels, low
'metallic green, V4,
mileage., Excellent
east of .rray on
condition. Call 753-7853.
power steering, air.
Highway
94
Four door, 34,000 actual
toward ,n-Lake.
miles. $1850. Call 437- 1973 PONTIAC Grand
Authoriz(ckdealer
4786 after 4:30.
Prix, beige with beige
for
Fan Travel.
vinyl top. Bucket seats,
Trailers
-1970
DODGE
Stacfactory tape, automatic
BALLENGER _HT,
craft
Pop-ups.
floor
_
_shift• 400 Cu.n
•
. factory 426 hemi engine.
motor. i2,5.00. tall or see
Used campers- , Four
speed
tranLarry Flood, .753-3662.
all brands
smission, 411 Daina
Super 60 rear end power 1971
CHEVROLET.
Owners and Operators
disc brakes, AM-FM
Caprice, AM-FM tape,
Ernest & Virginia White
radio,factory mags. Car
54,000 miles. Sharp.
Calt153-064S.
has just been rebuilt but
$1,450 or best offer. Call
still needs some work.
753-6148 after 3 p.m.
Will sell for best
reasonable offer. Also
, have 1970 Plymouth
Roadrunner. Car is
As ideal 3 thoirsono hews with fireplace, patio, coot-al how sad
extra clean. Has air and
air, end garage. This orartwalling Mato is locritod or ' phis taros
automatic transmission
of property. Priced Si sell • and Ws.
and mag wheels, If
Two inks east of tAorray - 3 bedroom home on
interested call 753-6564.
150' lot
1970 PONTIAC Catalina,
power ,and air. Great
condition. Best offer.
-;Call 753-8657.

FAIN'S
ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

cou L7 A,mc7A• FEEL
11447 B'C, CA'4 FIOT
EiREA

"Qualitv That Will Please"
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1 Deaths and Funerals I

President Carter New
Grandfather; 7 Pounds

L L Roby Dies At Final Rites Held
Home; Funeral To For Carrol Farmer
The funeral for Carrol
Be Held 'Sunday
Farmer was held this morning

Services Planned
At Baptist Church

Museum.

g.

I.(Continued trap Pagel)

Ballard — Mrs. Noah historic interest to the collage
Geveden and Newton Belt.
as a part of a "museum."
Carlisle — John Kelley. '
During the bi-centennial
Graves — Glynn Wilson, ,.observance?' Dr. and Mrs.
The First Baptist Church
will hold regular worship Earl Hanamontree and James Hart were active in the
services on Sunday, February Andrew Carman.
movement to preierve, and
Hickman — Donnie Kell and restore old buildings on the
27, at 10:45a. m. and seven p.
m. with the pastor, the Rev. Mrs. Ramer B. Jewell Jr.
campus. They visited in Texas
Marshall — Elmer Brien, where a museum had been
Dr. Bill Whittaker, as the
_ .
Dr. 'Ray Mofield and Mrs. established and later enspeaker.
His morning sermon topic Corinne Whitehead.
deavored to interest other
McCracken
will be "Father, Forgive
—
John citizens in converting Wrather
Thavi" wi0- scripture from Robertson and Mrs. Raymond Hall into a museum or
Luke 23:20-38, and his evening Roof.
.
repository.
topic will be "Converted On A
Fulton — Nitta Jewell and
The late Vice-President M.
Cross" with scripture from Joanna Rowland.N._
0. Wrather frequently spoke
.
Luke 23:39-45.
Max Brandqp of the peoples of the need for a museum on
Dr. Ray Moore will direct Bank, Murray, is treasurer,.for the campus. The College
the song service with Joan the group. Dr. Constantine News, years ago, urged that
Bowker as organist and Allene Curris, President of Murray an effort be made to preserve
Knight as pianist. Special State, and Dr. John Bar- historic documents in a
music will be by the Adult tholomy, vice president for musenizn.
Choir and a duet by Mrs. Gil University Services have
All ofN, Murray State's
Mathis and Miss Martha Kirk provided executive assistant presidents have stressed the
for the morning hour, and by for the project. Mancil Vinsnn, importance of preserving
the Youth Chorale at the director of the Alumni documents, tiles, 'mementos,
evening worship.
Association, has directed the and materials where they may
Assisting in the services will alumni in their fund raising remain a part of the heritage
be Owen Billlngton, deacon of activities.
of the Jackson Purchase in
the week, Dr. Joe Rexroat,
Max Hurt, especially in the Kentucky.
and Rev. G. T. Moody, planning stages- .of the
minister of education.
Bicentennial, had an active
Sunday School will be at 9'.30 part in many of the UniverLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
a. m.
sity, county and district-wide
Columbia
Gas Co. of Kentucky
Taking the offering on events.
Sunday will be Owen
Probably‘the first person to has announced it is lifting
Billington, Mark C. Vinson, advocate and start a museum some natural gas curHugh Nuffsinger, Raymond on the campus was Prof. C. W. tailments „while reducing
Conklin, Perry Cavitt, Hugh Kemper, who recently retired Others, effective Tuesday,
Hood,and David Mathis.
from the faculty. Many years March 1.
Small commercial users,
Nursery workers will be ago while he was in charge of
were cut back h5. per cent
who
Ray Clark, Dr. and Mrs. Rex the campus grounds, Mr.
Galloway, Mrs. Larry Bell, Kemper collected materials of of their ,allocations, will be
.relurned to full allocation.
Mrs. Carney earidrus, Mrs
Orvis Hendrick, Miss Dana
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Fr,dey s Puzzle
English, Mrs. Bill Whittaker.
ACROSS
2 Piece f or
Miss Lisa English, Miss Mitzi
. one
M0000 00030
i Snakes
01100140 RM00011
5 Fall behind - 3 Station
Cathay, and Mr. and Mrs.
4 Freshets
OR 00000 0003
8 Spiders
Marvin Harris
5 Spare
traps
000 00000 ONO
6 Mohammedan
12 Noose
0000 00000 03
Sunday School -0epartname
13 Guido s high
00000
0000003
note
mental directors wig'meet
.7 Fortified
0000 0000
14 Leave out
0000000 00WWa
Sunday at'six p. m. in the
15 lohengrintill 0110Uu WUMu
more
heroine
church parlor.
0011 000013 003
unpleasant
16 Ventilate
9 Send forth
17 Girl's name
0000 000M0 OR
Special pre-revival prayer
10 Nip
18 Kind of
000000 00000.
meetings will be held each
11 Heavenly
fabric
00000 00000
body
20 List
Wednesday at seven p. m. at
19 Preposition
22 Printer s
Ind a
41 European
21
Norse
god
30 Deposit
the church.
measure
capital

Here On Sunday

L. L. Roby of New Concord at ten a. m. at the graveside at
died suddenly Friday at ten a. the Murray City Cemetery
m. at his home. He was 65 with the Rev. Dr. James A.
CAMP DAVID, Md.(AP) — added in apparent jest about on 15 Cabinet and Cabinetyears of age.
Fisher
officiating. The new 'grandfather was all Ugandan President
Idi Amin, level officials. However, the
The deceased had retired -as Arrangements were by the smiles, holding his
wife's hand ''He's so predictable.",.
White House did not disclose
a bridge construction foreman Max Churchill Funeral Home. and proclaiming
the new baby
On Friday Amin forbaae the exact dollar figures of their
in the Memphis,Tn., area, and
Mr. Farmer, age 74, died
resembled his daughter-in- 240 Americans in Uganda to net worth.
had been living here since Thursday at 7:25 p. m. at the law, not his
son. The new leave the East African nation
The White House also
1970. Born April 2, 1911, in Murray-Calloway County grandfather
was President and ordered them to meet with released the toll free
Dallas, Texas, he was the son Hospital. He was a retired
Carter.
him Monday. A spokesman for telephole number that can be
of the late Hosea T. Roby and electrician and former owner
After three helicopter Amin later said the meeting used tdicall the President a
Florence Massengill Roby.
of the firm, West Kentucky flights. between Washington was
no cause for alarm.
week from today when he
Mr. Roby is survived by his Electric Company.
and Camp David in less than
'Amin also sent Carter a conducts a live radio talk show
wife, Mrs. Lorene Alford
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. five hours Friday night, the lengthy
telegram demanding to take questions from the
Roby, to whom he was Zela Steele Farther, 309 North
President chatted about ,the that the United States take American people.
married on June 23, 1937; one Fourth Street, Murray; one baby,
talked glowingly, of the care of its own human rights
The telephone number is
daughter,
WS. Bobby son, Mike Farmer, and wife, presidential
retreat 'in the problems before it accuses 900-242-1611.
(Ramona Jean) Bay, Mem- Ann, and three grandCatoctin Mountains and Uganda of violating human
phis, Tn.; four sons, Lance daughters, Jackie, Michelle,
predicted the situation in rights.
Wayne Roby and Ralph Lane and Ashley Farmer, Kuttawa;
Uganda "is going* to be all
Carte& had *id at a new
Roby, Memphis, Tn., Billy one brother, Raymond Farright."
conference Wednesday, after
Dwayne Roby, Jackson, mer.
The newest member of the an Anglican archbishop was
Miss., and Larry Lemuel
Carter family, black-haired killed in Uganda, that
Roby, New Concord; two step
James Earl Carter IV, was developments there had
SCHOOL -)
sons, David Lee Fielder,
Luncii ME nu
born at 8:41 p.m., EST, "disgusted the entire civilized, Ruth Perkins
will be the
Chicago, Ill., and Robert -7Friday. He weighed seVen world."
morning worship speaker on
Steven Fielder, Mt. Vernon,
pounds. The parents are the
White
House
Press Sunday, February 27, at 10:45
The menus for the lunch
Ohio; one sister, .Mrs. Opal
President's son, James Earl Secretary Jody Powell Said it a. m. at the First
Christian
Edgeworth, Tupelo, Miss.; rooms at the Murray City
III, known as Chip, and was "safe to assume the Church. The
Rev. Dr. David C.
one brother, Horace G. Roby, Schools for the week of
daughter-in-law Caron.
President will do what is both Roos, minister, will be conAmory, Miss.; sixteen February 28 to March 4 have
Originally, it was going to be necessaly and proper to ducting a preaching
been released by the food
mission
grandchildren.
a quiet weekend for the Carter protect American lives" in starting Sunday
at the First
The funeral will be held service director, Glinda
family on its first visit to the Uganda or anywhere else.
Christian
Church
Sunday at two p. m. at the Jeffrey, who said they are
at
Catoctin Mountain camp,
The President met at the Eminence.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman subject to occasional change.
which is named for former White House on Friday with
"Ye - Shall Know The
They are as follows:
Funeral Home with the Rev.
President
Dwight
D. Kurt Waldheirti, • United Truth!" will be the subject of
CARTER ELEMENTARY
Billy Gallimore officiating
Eisenhower's grandson.
Nations secretary general, the sermon. Margaret Porter
and Mrs. Otto Erwin, — Monday - bar-b-qued
But less than three hours and reviewed developments in will direct the choir
as they
organist, and Mrs. L. D. Cook, chicken on bun, corn, slaw,
after they arrived, the the Middle East,
Jr., as soloist. Burial will be in and cookie; Tuesday Cyprus, sing "The King Of Love My
President, wife Rosalynn and Southern Africa and in the Shepherd Is" with
Jane
the McCuiston Cemetery with meatloaf, creamed potatoes,
&nigh*. Amy were back in United Nations itself, Powell Prince as the organist.
green
beans,
rolls,
the
jelly;
and
sons
serving
as
Ann McKeel will be Norship
Wednesday - stew, cheese their helicopter flying to the said.
pallbearers.
naval
hospital
outside
The press secretary also leader with Alison Marshall
Friends may call at the wedge, peach half, and
cookie; Thursday - ham- Washington to see the baby released financial information and Melanie Roos as candle
funeral home.
lighters: Greeters will be Mrs.
burger, french fries, fruit and his parents.
The Carters first became
A. B. Austin and_Mr. and Mrs.
gelatin, and cookie; Friday Eugene Scott.
pizza, tossed salad, pears, and grandparents 18 months ago
when their eldest son, Jack,
Elders serving will be Walt
cake.
and
his wife had a boy, Jason.
Apperson and Dr. Woodfin
ROBERT
SON
ELEFuneral services for Eulon
Carter expressed optimism
Hutson. Deacons will be Voris
Williams will be held today at MENTARY — Monday - bar- about the Ugandan situation
in
Wells, Ken Keller, and Fred
b-qued
turkey,
corn,
slaw,
and
1:30 p. m. at the chapel of the
response to questions from
23 Great Lake
23 Conceal
32 Rabbit
42 Harvest
Wells.
24 Likely
24 Priests'''
Blalock-Coleman Funeral cookie; Tuesday - country reporters who witnessed
35 Buy back
.
43 Mark left by
The Rev. Jerrell White,
his
25 Meegg*
36 Occupant
The
fried
xestments
flowers
steak,
creamed
potatoes,
will
be
furwrOu04
Home with the Rev. Harold
26 Prohibit
pastor of the Memorial
27 One s oc38 Symbol tor 44 Great Lake
second
arrival
at
Camp
rushed
by
green
beans,
rolls, and jelly;
the Wear-Helm
27 Novice
cupation
nickel
45
Erase
(print
Smotherman officiating and
Baptist Church, Main and Service
David.
39 Wander3
31 Edible seed 28 Period of
trugl
Circle Class.
time
32 Long-legMil. Otto ErWin as organist. Wednesday -hot dog, buttered
about idly
48
French
Tenth
for
Streets,
will
speak
"I
at
think it's going to be all
29 Weight of
40 La Ved
ged bird
Mrs. Corinne McNutt will be
Summer
Serving as pallhParPrs will potato, peaches, and cookie; right," said Carter.
the 10:50a. m.and seven p. m.
33 Femare ruff
But
he
the official church visitor for
I
2 3 a
34 Aromatic
5 5 '
FRAN(OR' Ky.(AP) —
8 9 lc
be Charlie Wade Bucy, Kenny Thursday - hamburger,french
worship services on Sunday,
herb
.".
the week.
Gov. Julian Carroll has
I?
Williams, Hurley Davis, Fred fries,fruit gelatin,and cookie;
36 Fruit cake
February 27, at the church.
37 Ireland
Church School classes for all announced the appointment of
Williams, Auburn Sills, and Friday - pizza, tossed salad,
15
"The Crucifixion of Jesus"
38,compass
ages
'::::: 15
pears,
chocolate
,.
will
and
cake.
be
9:30
at
a.
m.
point
Joseph
H.
Eckert as a JefJameis Earl Bucy. Burial Will
will
be
the
subject
of
the
39 Vegetable
IS
.
19.....
MURRAY MIDDLE
l
20 7' '
Sunday. Youth Choir practice ferson County circuit judge.
be in the Point Pleasant
patch
morning
sermon with tits will be at
42 Washed
five p. m., youth
" " • 72
31
Eckert, who assumes the
Cemetery in Henry County, Monday - fish, french fries,
scripture from John 18:19 and groups
iQbiIy
will meet at 5:30 p. m. post on Monday, was named
slaw,
cookie;
and
Tuesday
46 Century
71 25 26
Tenn.
78 19 3,,
Romans
5:6-11.
Hayden
Rick- for supper, and youth groups
plant
Friday to the 30th Judicial
47 Born
Mr. Williams, age 62, Route pizza, corn, fruit gelatin, and
man, deacon of the week, will will meet
49 Land
at six p. m.
fr's• Circuit, Crirninial Branch,
The First United Methodist assist in the morning services.
Two, Buchanan, Tn., died cookie; Wednesday - baked
measure
34
75green
beans, Church, located at South.Fifth
Second
50 Coin
Division.
Thursday at 4:55 p. m. at the chicken,
The Sanctuary Choir,
51
I
letter
Greek
38
.,
He succeeds John P. Hayes,
Murray-Calloway County creamed potatoes, rolls, and and Maple Streets, Murray, directed by the Rev. Ron
52 Metal
v
fastener
jelly;
Thursday
tacos,
let°39
who
was recently elected to
will have worship services at Hampton, minister of music,
Hospital. He was a farmer and
Stalk
53
the state Court of Appeals.
54 Corded
an Army veteran of World tuce, tomatoes, cheese, 10:50 a. m. on Sunday, with Margaret Wilkins as
Cloth
Mexican
beans,
applesauce,
Carroll
appointment was
February 27. War II.
55 Woody plant ,2
organist and Dianne Dixon as
1
...57
chocolate
and
cake;
Friday
made from a list of three
"Which Way?" will be the pianist, will sing "Trust and
He is survived by two
L
DOWN
53
dogs,
corn
vegetables,
mixed
names
submitted
by
subject
a
judicial
of the sermon by the Obey."
sisters,
Mrs.
Bryan
r sh sauce
(Fausteen) Elkins, Murray, peaches, and cookie. Ham- minister, the Rev. Dr. James
Bro. Kenneth Hoover, nominating committee.
"Peace Through Faith" will
and Mrs. Hafford (Evelyn) burgers and french fries are A. Fisher, Sr. His scripture be the evening sermon topic minister of the University
will be from Luke 4:1-13 and with the scripture from Church of Christ, will speak on
Key, Lavonia, Mich.; two served daily.
MURRAY HIGH — Monday Romans 10:8-13.
brothers, J. D. Williams,
Romans 5. Special music will the subject, "What's Right
The Chancel Choir, directed be presented.
Murray Route Five, and Carl - fish sandwich and cookie;
With The Church," at the 10:30
Williams,
Route
Two, Tuesday - pizza and cake; by Paul Shahan with Bea
Church School will be held a. m. worship services on
Wednesday
- spaghetti and Farrell as organist, will sing at
Buchanan, Tn.
9:40 a. m. with Elbert Sunday, February 27.
cookie; Thursday - tacos and the anthem,"If With All Your
The scripture reading from
Thomason as director. Church
cookie; Friday - bar-b-qued Hearts," at the morning
Training will be at six p. m. John 15:1-8 will be read by
beef and cookie; Hamburgers, services.
Jack Wilson. Ernie Bailey will
french fries, chef salads are
Church School will be held
direct the song service with
available daily along with a at 9:45 a. m. Sunday.
prayers by Orrin Bickel and
Mrs. Winnie H. Kline of
choice
of
fruits
and
The Mission Study second
James Lawson.
Murray Route Four died at vegetables.
session on "Africa" will be
The six p. m. sermon topic
two a. m. this morning at the
held Sunday at seven p. m. at
will be "The Three 'R's' Of
Murray-Calloway County
the church.
The Christian Faith" with the
Hospital. She was 73 years of
Youth Choir for Grades
scripture to be from II
age.
seven through twelve will
Corinthians 4:1-7.
She is survived by her
Bro. John Dale, minister of
meet at 4:30 p. m. Sunday in
Sunday Bible Classes will be
husband, G. A. Kline and they
the Seventh and Poplar at 9:30 a. m.
the choir room.
were married August 4, 1923.
Supper for both youth Church of Christ, will speak at
The midweek Bible study
St. John's
Episcopal
Other survivors include one
groups
will be at slip. m. with the 8:30 a. m., 10:40 a. m., and classes will be resumed this
Church,
located
at
Main
and
son, Paul Kline of Detroit,
the programs to be at 5:30 p. six p. m. worship services on Wednesday, March 2, at seven
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Addle Broach Streets, will have m. The Senior High will hear Sunday, February 27, at the
p. m. at the church building.
Crass of 1664_;, Ryan Avenue morning prayer services on the devotion by Delaine church.
They
have been held at the
Sunday,
February 27, at 9:45
Murray and Mrs.011ie Massey
"Jesus and The Broken- homes during February.
Honchul and the program on
a.
m.
with
George
Casperian
of 221 South Ilth Street
"Capital Punishment" by Dr. hearted" will be the morning
Nursery workers Sunday
Murray; two brothers, Roy of the Trinity Episcopal Charles Homra. The Junior sermon topic and "Churwill be Sue Dunn, Patsy
Church,
Fulton,
as
lay
reader.
Willoughby of Stanford, Ky.
chanity or Christianity" will Mullins, Dee Gantt,
Kim
Duncan Hart will be the High will hear a devotion by be
and Freeman Willoughby of
the evening topic. The Whitten, Verona Grogan,
Patsy
Crawford
Christie
and
and
Murray Route Four. Four acolyte.
morning scripture will be Kathy Miller.
Smith.
Church
School
and
Adult
grandchildren and two great
Dr. Wallace Baggett, John 11:33-36, and the evening
Class will be at eleven a. m.
grandchildren also survive.
chairman of the Work Area on scripture will be Ephesians
Mrs. Kline was a member of
Social
Concerns,
has 5:23-25.
the New Mount Carmel
At the 8:30 a. m.service Ray
scheduled a committee
LAKE DATA
Baptist Church.
Karraker will make the anmeeting
Sunday
at
three
p.
m.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
Funeral arrangements are
nouncements, Alan Jones will
in the church parlor.
354.6, up 0.1.
incomplete at this time. The
direct the song service, Walter
The
truck
from
Kenthe
'
Below dam 303.6, up 1.4.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
tucky Mountain Mission will Conner will read the scripture;
Bert Randall-of Austin Peay
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.7,
Home - has.- charge— of
and -Jamie Potts and Jerry State University will be the
Many,
here
__toe
Februag
28.
up 0.1.
arrangements and the time
re— will lead -.m guest „speaker 5t_the_111:.45a__
.Persons may bring any
Below dam 316.8, up 10.5.
for friends to call will be
prayers.
,•
m.- warship services on
clothing,
to
etc.,
the
church
for
Sunset 5:46. Sunrise 6:33.
announced later.
Jerry Bolls will direct the Sunday, February 27, at the
the truck mission.
song service and Johnny First Presbyterian Church.
Bohannon will make the an"Miracles of Human Unnouncements at the 11:P 4Q a. m. dEitanding" will be the
and six p. m. services. Leona sermon topic with scripture
Adams will read the mOrning from John 3:1-4, John 4:1-26,
Definitely a No 1 price Another reason
cargo Space Of an average of full size
.scripture and Keith Boyle the and John 19:38-42.
could be room
a major reason you buy
wagons No wonder America is saying
You'll Find Anywhere See Us
a wagon in the first place Volare gives
Thanks for giving us what we need in a
_ _vening scripture. Prayers
Kathy Mowery will be choir
you more room man any oth*r American
statioiwagon Thanks for giving us
will be led by Frank Hargis, director with Jim Wright as
140USING
compact wagon More room in the pasVoiafir
•
Housimc
LENDER
Charles Humphrey, Alan organist.
IlRnl I It
senger compartrhent. more room in the
Price and room Not one
but two
LENDER
Jones, and Glen Gibbs.
cargo area Volare even has 75°
.the
reasons why Volare is on top
Church School will be at 9:30
Plymouth
•Base sticker
ahor. charges
dest
,
Presiding for The Lord's a. m.
body sae mouid.nos 11.38 40
Supper will be Donald
0
Guest minister for March 6
Roberson, TommS+ Schroader, will be Jolly Free n of the
r.
Jack Rose, and Jim Wilson. Paducah Mental Health
•
Garry Evans, Bud Gibbs, Roy Center.
Dodge
Harmon, and Kerry Gillihan
On Monday from two to ten
will serve on the Extension p. m. the Council for Ex()an
ederal Say(nf S &
Department. Laurie Haley ceptional Children will have
j
'
will be the teen nursery open house and a spaghetti
helper.
arty
Mom St.
.iy R. ranch
supper in the fellowship hall.
753-7921
Bible study will be held at
Adult Choir rehearsal will
9:40 a. m.
be at 6:45 p. rft. Wednesday..

Ruth Perkins Will
Speak At First
Christian Church

(

Columbia Gas I

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Williams

Rev. White Speaker
Sunday Services
For Memorial ,

Eckert Appointed

Methodist Church
To Hear Pastor
Speak On Sunday

•

Kenneth Hoover To
Speak, University
Church Of Christ--

40
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47

43 '
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47
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Volare

Mrs. Winnie Kline
Dies Early Today

AMERICAS NO.1
SELLING WAGON

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church

Episcopal Church

Of Christ Sunday

Plans For Services

Bert Randall Will
Speak At First
Church Sunday

...and the number one
reason for that could be price

Home Loan Money Is Available
For the Best Home Loan

price exClud.np taxeS
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Jim Fain Motors,
I

810 Sycamore

nc.

753-0632

